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PLEASE PRINT LEGIBLY IN INK.

MHRM^LF IN THE GAML,

•Renew your subscription td« NINTt

^mjgaz-i-ne and you'll get your chi

three Player's Guides* CALL NOW,

the inside information you need
:

unpleasant surprises* l-#iQ“25

Choose a FREE PLAYER'S GUIDE (regularly $11-00)

when you renew now!

Star Fox 64 (#2867)

GoldenEye 007 (#2868)

Super Mario 64 (#2869)

CHECK ONE:

36 ISSUES for $49.95 ($69.95 Cdn.)

$178-50 newsstand price-SAVE $158-55!

24 ISSUES for $36.95 ($51.95 Cdn.)

$118-80 newsstand price-SAVE $81-85!

12 ISSUES for $19.95 ($27.95 Cdn.)

I'PI PAYING FOR THIS MEMBERSHIP BY (CHECK ONE):

CHECK OR MONEY ORDER VISA MASTERCARD
Payable to Nintendo. (Please don't staple your payment to the order form.

and please do not send cash. Sending cash will hold up processing of order.)
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Only Nintendo Power magazine gives you the information you ^
need to avoid being caught in the sights of an automatic -

weapon. Each month you’ll learn secrets that will allow you to *"S~
r"

infiltrate heavily-guarded enemy installations. Every issue will " &
reveal data that will help you destroy the weapons which

‘ J

i*£gpE

threaten the security of the entire globe. Call today or use the '*•
|

'

attached order form, and you’ll be rewarded with a FREE ^7
Player’s Guide worth $11! Just $19.95 gets you all 12 - ^

monthly issues, PLUS all the extras only subscribers receive: .

the gigantic January Bonus Issde. Super Power Stamps to ^
spend like c0f^j^ard cash on cool stuff fromjjie Super Power Supplies Catalog, and

collectible cbaWf^&f^iti&fiortis- REfy&mlow! call toll free: 1-800-255-3700.



Two gridiron groats iW
duke it out in -A? ^
our head-to-
head review!

Pjgjf Hi-res graphics vs.
s ease of play. Sim

mode vs. fantasy draft.

Find out how these fab
footballers performed in

training camp and which one
should be your top draft pick!



Tap Gear Rally

Ouke IMukem

Diddy Kany Raciny

IMawv Playing

Duke Nukem

miimu -am tmAMMiimwm

When it's time for a game
of Duke Nukem in the NP
offices, you'll hear the

rally cry: Come get some!
Now you can get the scoop
on three of the most
heinous stages in the

game. Our step-by-step

guide will help ensure that

you don't end up as a trophy

on some alien's wall. It ain't

pretty—but it ain't meant

We give you the green light

on all the shortcuts, keys

and secret vehicles in

Midway's road rally sensa-

tion. Full maps and top tips

start on page 34, so strap

yourselves in and get ready

to put the pedal to the metal.

The Rush is on!

The announcement of Diddy
Kong Racing caught almost

everyone by surprise, but you

shouldn't be surprised to

learn that this Pak is shaping

up to be one of the most

exciting and most fun racing

games ever. Tag along with

the Power Pit Crew as we
take Nintendo's newest
screamer down to the track

for a test drive.
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Letters regarding our 1 00th issue’s list of the best 1 00 and worst 1

0

games have been flooding into our mailroom. What better month than

November for you to tell us which games you're thankful for and which

games you think are out-and-out turkeys?

It seems to me that you

think great graphics make

great game. I enjoy the

occasional Frogger. Star

Wars: Shadows of the

Empire was all graphical

Heavy Rumbling

Although Mr. Itoh had a

good point stating that the

Rumble Pak could seem

heavy while playing RPGs

since they take a long time

to play, I still think he should

make Rumble Pak compati-

bility for EarthBound 64. The

Rumble Pak adds excitement

to a game, and when I play

Star Fox 64, I forget about

the extra weight because I

am so engrossed in the

game. As long as you can

keep the games enjoyable

and exciting, you should

make them compatible with

the Rumble Pak because it

will greatly improve the

gaming experience.

Douglas Rab

Via the Internet

Games as Fluffy as a

Wampa
At first, I was disappointed

with the N64. The games

(with the exception of

Super Mario 64 and Star

Wars: Shadows of the

Empire) lacked depth. Every

game hid behind phenome-

nal graphics and killer

sound. But where was the

complexity? This disap-

pointing trend reached its

peak with the much-touted

Star Fox 64. It took me, a

gamer of moderate skill, 37

— of story

line thrown in. Music,

graphics and a license don't

make the game. Game play

makes the game.

Kyle Wade
Bedford, IN

If hunting down Boba Fett,

piloting an X-Wing and rac-

ing the Swoop Cang is fluff,

then we're a wookie's uncle

(trust us, our nephews aren't

that hairy). Indeed, game
play is the most important

part of a game, so why just

make the "occasional

Frogger" when developers

can enhance its game play

by incorporating the N64's

revolutionary abilities ? By

fully exploiting the N64's

was so annoyed that I

almost sold my N64, but I

am glad I didn't. I just got

GoldenEye 007. It has

graphics, sound AND a

story line! Only Super

Mario 64 can come close in

game play. It builds on

Doom in a way I thought

could never be done. They

say that it takes a while for

game developers to "learn"

a system to fully exploit its

potential. I think the wait

time is over. GoldenEye

made quite a splash in my
book, and, as you may

have guessed, my book is

rather hard to even land in.

James Armstrong

Via the Internet

potential, developers strive

to improve game play, not

compromise it.

Out of Africa

I'm a missionary's kid living in

Nigeria, Africa. Where i live,

near the equator, playing

Nintendo games is perfect for

boring rainy days. On sunny

days, I can step outdoors and

dream I'm on a safari with

Donkey Kong and his pals. NP

is a great way for me to stay

updated on the latest news in

the world of Nintendo. My only

regret is that I don'town an

N64 yet. When you think about

editing out the reviews and

secrets for Super NES games,

remember all of the little people

who are living in the past. As

they say in my place, "Ka iso''—

keep up the good work!

Jason Dodson

Via the Internet

The Volume 100 Time Line

So, Nintendo has been around

for 1 07 years? You forgot to

change your calendars again!

Shame on you!

Philip Keffer

Bradford, Ontario

That's no typo in Volume

100's time line on page 8.

Nintendo actually did start in

1889. Before making video

games, Nintendo began as a

19th centurygame company

that specialized in making

playing cards called hanafuda.

The Top 100

I noticed two large problems

with your top 100 in Volume

100. First, there were many

N64 games near the top. Super

Mario 64 is an incredible

game, but so is Super Mario

Bros. Plus, SMB had more of

an influence on home gaming,

Q mmooromit
BackgroundArtAmber Kelso, Fayetteville, Tennessee



which, in my book, makes it

the better game. How could

you not put the bona fide great-

est game-the game that paved

the way for the entire gaming

revolution; the game that creat-

ed Nintendo's success-at the

very top of your list?!?!

Josh Mattern

Mannington, WV
Pong was the first mega hit

video game, but few would

consider it to be the best

video game of all time. In our

book, “most influential" and

"best" are two separate things.

Jason Leung
Terry Munson
Paul Shinoda

Jeff Bafus
Howard Lincoln
Peter Main

Todd Oyment
Corey Breen
Amy Saylor

Mayumi Colson
Machiku Oehler
IMancy Ramsey

Tim Barret
Mark Johnson
Carol Walter

We are curious as to the para-

meters for the Top 1 00 Games

of All Time. We are even more

curious as to what prevented

DKC, DKC 2 and DKC 3 from

being included in the elite 10.

We cannot argue the decision,

but we are concerned about

the stability of the debaters.

Let us pray for them.

foel Hochberg

The Rare Partnership

Co-chairman, Management

Committee

Stability, schmability! Don't

pray for us, pray for those

darned voices in our heads!

included many small titles,

although Mario Kart 64 was

a little high up. All in all,

issue 100 has reaffirmed my
faith in NP! Issue 150, here

we come!

loe ferome

Via the Internet

We continue to support

Mario Kart 64's high posi-

tion (#4) in our top 100,

because of the game's high

replay value and four-player

breakneck action. And we'll

probably still be Power

Sliding to our Karts' content

come issue 150. By then,

the upcoming Diddy Kong

Racing (Mr. Hochberg will

be glad to hear this) will

surely find a home near the

top of the chart with the

game's mix of Mario Kart

64's racing rivalry and

Super Mario 64's adventure

and exploration. By averag-

ing SM 64 and MK 64's

rankings, DKR could very

well land in the number 2
or 3 spot in our top 100.

Then again, Volume 150 is

years away from DKR's

November 24th release

date, and who knows what

new developments could

happen in the meantime

?

(Maybe Home Alone will

seem even more horrible!)

Katsuyukl Asanuma
I haven't always agreed

with Nintendo Power, but

Volume 100 brought a

smile to my face. Your new

rating system is very

appealing because I always

felt the old one never said

much about the game. I

especially loved the hon-
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GoldenEye tops the N64 charts a second time, but James Bond may soon have more
to worry about than keeping the world safe and his tuxedo dean. This month, Diddy

Kong Racing blazes onto the scene, and the game will definitely give 007 a run for his

money. Find out about more DKR for yourself in our preview on page 26.

9

2 SUPER MARIO RPG

3 DONKEY KONG COUNTRY 3
DIXIC KONG'S DOUBLE TROUBLE

4 FINAL FANTASY III

5 CHR0N0 TRIGGER

6 DONKEY KONG COUNTRY 2
DIDDY'S KONG QUEST

7 DONKEY KONG COUNTRY

8 EARTHBOUND

9 FINAL FANTASY II

10 HARVEST MOON

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

SQUARE

SQUARE

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

SQUARE

NATSUME

The Donkey
always been strong contenders on
the charts, but no match for Link's

Awakening. With DKL 3 on the hori-

zon, will the Kongs finally K0 Link

back to dreamland?

1 THE LEGEND OF ZELDA:
LINK'S AWAKENING

2 DONKEY KONG LAND 2

3 SUPER MARIO LAND 2:
A GOLDEN COINS

4 TETRIS

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

I. ZELDA 64 (N64)

3. GOLDENEYE 007 (N64)

4. YOSHI'S STORY (N64)

5. STAR FOX 64 N64

6. SUPER MARIO RPG 2 (N64)

7. EARTHBOUND 64 N64

8. BANJO-KAZOOIE IN64)

9. MORTAL KOMBAT MYTHOLOGIES: SUB-ZERO (N64)

10. TUROK2IN64)

1 GOLDENEYE 007

2 STAR FOX 64

3 MARIO KART 64

4 SUPER MARIO 64

5 STAR WARS:
SHADOWS OF THE EMPIRE

6 TUROK: DINOSAUR HUNTER

7 BLAST CORPS

8 CRUIS'N USA

9 KILLER INSTINCT GOLD

10 TETRISPHERE

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

ACCLAIM

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

NINTENDO

same must also go for

Power Charts, because for the

second month in a row, James Bond
comes out on top.



LETTERS, continued...

If You Can’t Say Something

Nice...

I have a few comments about

your "10 Worst Games of All-

Time." I think you were out of

line publicly bashing these

games and programmers. About

Shaq-Fu, you wrote: "It is not

humanly possible to come up

with a worse idea than this."

Why don't you call them all stu-

pid morons who have no idea

what they're doing next time?

As a struggling programmer

myself, I know all too well the

frustrations of video game pro-

gramming. And considering I've

never seen a game made by the

folks at Nintendo Power, and

considering I doubt that these

companies publicly bash you

people, I think it was totally

inappropriate. If you don't like a

game, fine, but for heaven's

sake, have the decency to keep

rude comments to yourselves.

Marc Hansen

Via the Internet

Considering that we're a video

game magazine and not Better

Homes & Cardens, it doesn't

seem out of line for us to be

critical of video games. As a

gaming mag, we set forth our

opinions on games to give

readers an idea ofwhat they

may or may not want to play.

We're not pretending that we
could make a better game, and

we're not saying that the pro-

grammers are morons. But just

because programmers don't

have a forum to publicly bash

gaming mags, it doesn't mean

that it's unfair for us to editori-

alize. Should Roger Ebert stop

critiquing movies just because

Pauly Shore doesn't have a

chance (or the reasoning skills)

for a rebuttal? Being that you're

a struggling programmer, our

list should at least help you

learn from the mistakes of other

programmers. Now, please

excuse us as we get back to

putting the finishing touches on

BackgroundArt Danny Roberts • WaterbL

The Great One
Sure, it would be as cool as ice to have a rinkful of NHL action

in your living room, but where would you park the Zamboni?

Derrick Lam, the Grand Prize winner of our Volume 93

Player's Poll Contest, luckily had enough room to at least fit

"The Great One" and other digitized hockey greats in his

home. The eleven-year-old from Olathe, Kansas won his very

own Wayne Gretzky's 3-D Hockey arcade game along with an

N64, a Gretzky GamePak, three extra Controllers and four

Memory Paks. That's more ice action than you can shake a

hockey stick at,

but we're sure

Derrick's not

complaining!

Watch out,

Gretzky, the puck

stops here!

Derrick Lam heats
up the ice with his

Wayne Gretzky's

3-D Hockey
arcade game.

our fighting game masterpiece.

Killer Ebert Gold: Shore-Fu.

Doh!

Like programmers, we make

mistakes, too. In Volume 100's

Top 100 Best Games ofAll

Time, we ran Mega Man X's

description instead ofGradius's

description for number 76, and

in Volume 101 we featured the

wrong picture for Marlene

Martins'entry. Aargh. Here's

what we meant to show:

Marlene Martins
Silvercreek High School
San Jose, California

The only Gradius game for the Super

NES brought the space-shooter tradi-

tion from the NES intact and in 256

vibrant colors. The amount of quality

that programmers used to cram into a

mere four megabits ofgame memory
truly boggles the mind.

WRITE AWAY RIGHT AWAY!
The season to be jolly (fa-la-la-la-la la-la-la-la) is just around

the corner. What game is making your list? What are the naughty

folks getting? You’d better not shout and you’d better not cry or

else you might just get a Lump of Coal 64‘.

'Not a real product. Otter not valid (il's up to Santa, anyway).

NINTENDO POWER PLAYER’S PULSE

P.0. BOX 97033

REDMOND, WA 98073-9733

y, Connecticut E-mail: noapulse@nintendo.com

French- and Spanish-speaking

representatives are available.

TALK TO
A GAME

COUNSELOR
1 -900 -288-0707

U.S. 11.50 per minute

1 -900-451-4400
Canada $2.00 per minute

(1-425-883-9714 TDD)
6 a,m.-9 p.m. Pacific time,

Monday-Saturday
6 a.m.-7 p.m. Sunday

Callers under age 18 need to obtain

parental permission to call.

POWER LINE
1 -425-885-7529
Prerecorded Game Tips
and Future Product

Information
News about recent releases and upcoming

games for all Nintendo systems.

Call for help on GoldenEye 007, Star Fox 64,

Hexen, War Gods, Super Mario 64, Blast

Corps, Turok: Dinosaur Hunter, Doom 64,

Killer Instinct Gold, Star Wars: Shadows of

the Empire, PilotWings 64 and Mortal

Kombat Trilogy for the Nintendo 64. There s

also help for any Super Mario game lor the

Super NES and NES, Donkey Kong Land and

DKL 2 for the Game Boy, any Zelda game.

Donkey Kong Country 1, 2, and 3, HarvMt

Moon, Lost Vikings 2, EarthBound. Illusion ol

Gaia, Lulia II, Super Metroid, Secret of

Evermore, Chrono Trigger, Final Fantasy III,

Super Mario RPG, Breath of Fire I and II,

Killer Instinct, Street Fighter Alpha 2.

Mortal Kombat II, Mortal Kombat 3 and

Ultimate Kombat 3. This call may be long dis-

tance, so be sure to get permission from

whoever pays the phone bill before you call.

NINTENDO
POWER
SOURCE

www.nintendo.com
E-mail: nintendo@nintendo.com

VOLUME 102 0



QB C lub's instant replay feature is one of

the wonders of fhe N64, as impressive as
,

any graphic element in- GoldenEye. Not

only do you have perfect control of view-

ing angle, distance and frame speed, the

graphics remain crystal clear. Expect

games to take extra time, because you'll

want to review every play. Not only is it

beautiful, it's useful. You can see exactly

what you did right or wrong on a play.

fto) NINTENDO POWER

You can run each play forward or back-

ward, one frame at a time or at a faster

rate, stopping at any point.

With clear controls for zooming,

and inserting yourself anywhere in

scene, it's easy to get the big picture.
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Scott Pelland

Both games are fun, no question about it. But

for my money, QB Club is the winner. The

graphics are amazing and play control is a lit-

tle bit more realistic. Also, I don't feel as if

calling a running play is always risky. I miss

the intelligent way that Madden's plays are

laid out, though. Finally, I think having the

NFL license is a big plus.

Not only is QB Club the best look-
(

ing N64 football game, it's the best t .
, .'nffi

looking video sports game ever. It
1

was designed from the ground up as

an N64 game, and it shows in the »

clarity of figures, the sharpness of 1-^j.
textures and the smoothness of the

animation. The hi-res) graphics -Jl“
mode delivers extra lines of resolution and there

in frame rate speed. As for other graphic featu

option screens are clear hut crowded arid navigai

can be tricky at first.

The Tournament mode is like setting I

up a playoff ladder with |, 8 or 16

teams-great for multiple players. The Season

mode is just what it says, a complete NFL sea-

son. You can plav as man v>or as few games as

you want and let the computer simulate the

reri),lining games. The Playoff mode is a tour-

nament that leads to the Sgper Bowl. The most

important non-p!n>ing mode is the Manage

Roster option. Here you can trade and create

players, create teams, draft fantasy teams, set

a salary cap and pick up free agents. If yoqjcan

do it in the NFL, you can do it here.
|
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Paul Shinoda

This is difficult, but Madden's play book
made the decision for me. The graphics may
be less detailed than QB Club's, but it seems

that the animation is more realistic. Also,

you can dive waaaay into the game by setting

up plays and personnel. My only regret is”

that running plays are so useless. Where did

all that great design go?

For all the praise that is heaped

upon QB Club's graphics, it

should be recognized' that

Madden is no slouch -in the

looks department. The animation

is realistic;! and the characters

look good,f especially cld|se up.

Plays are clearly diagrammed and

labeled with appropriate con-

troller buttons. No other Madden

Within the season mode, you have options that' include trad-

ing, signing, and creating new players. In the fantasy draft,

you can create a team composed of the best NFLPA players.

(Madden 64 has the players,
:
it just doesn't have the NFL

logos.) Tournament mode allows you to build ladders of 8 or

16 teams. You also have a ton;of options including fatigue,

blitz mode, salary caps and trading ti "v Miirr.iiSj

deadlines. Although there's no sim

mode, you cam play with historical
! / . I

teams and All-Madden teams. / '*
I “S5" I I

| j
list of gaming options for

•: Madden 64 is at least as

extensive as that of QB Club. Exhibition and

season modes arc pretty basic options. You

can save season data on a Controller Pak

and fehoose which James to play( You can

even^et up custom division alignments. '
\

NINTENDO

64
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It's a shame that both games are so good and

it's almost impossible to make a recommen-

dation. But if I bought one of them, it would

be NFL Quarterback Club. It has the best

graphics and the spin move on the controller

is an awesome idea. While Madden's graph-

ics aren't as good as QB Club's, they were still

nice and the game is easy to pick up and play.

Quarterback

Club '98 has

plenty Jof' cus-

tom options to

keep $iehard

fans busy. You
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Power
uses She quick-and-l

easy | one-button^

method for choosing’

moves. It may not',

mimic real actions,^

Henry Sterchi

The graphics in QB Club are stunning—3-D

soft-skinned characters running in 640 x 480

hi-res mode at 30 frames/second. The analog

sensitivity in the play control and the special

moves controlled by the Control Stick are

also impressive innovations. Madden 64 is

definitely the best Madden, but it's not quite

at the same level as QB Club.

remember and exe-. — —
cufe.| Madden's AS : ~
Configuration is the.:

“
' '

*

most logical of anyisetup for eithgr game. Special moves

inclu|e spins, hurdl|s, laterals, exjya speed and dives on

offense. Defense has the swim move (for fighting through

blockers) and a great power tacklejmove. Pass catching is

automatic if the throw is on the money.

As CM for your chosen team,

you have complete control over the

squad: You can trade players, sign

free agents, release players to free up

roster/spots and reorder your lineup,

moving backup play-

ers into first team

playey moves allow:

you to put together a Z*

Madden 6^'s create-a-fodt- a
ball-legend option is similar

to the one in QB Club. After
|
9

choosing the basics such as

your player's name, position,

heighf and weight, you set J a

his ability in five key cate- _

gories for his position.You •'

have a limited number of

points to g|ve your ere- -

ation and as you increase his attrib-

utes, you'll also increase hist salary.

NINTENDO

64
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Terry Munson

I vote for QB Club in a big way. There are a

lot of reasons. The graphics, the NFL license,

the options. I feel like I gin do more with

QB Club than Madden. I'm ready for a new

football game and this is the one. Madden is

basically a tweaked repeat of earlier

Maddens in a 3-D format; And no official

logos* what's up with that?

BRETT FAVRE
•4

HEIGHT' 6‘Z
weights zzz
BORN- 10/10/1969
COLLEGE' SOUTHERN MISSISSIPPI
DRAFTED' 2ND ROUND IN 1991 - ATLANTA

BRETT FAVRE STARTEO HIS FRESHMAN YEAR IN
COLLEGE AS THE 7TH STRING QUARTERBACK ON

VTHG TEAM. BY THE 3RD CAME OF HIS

Twenty of the top quarterbacks in the ,

— - -

'

NFL are featured in the QB Club Profile K :S
section. Each player has an extensive

‘

written profile that includes early
,

/' .

achievements, collegiate history and ^^IIC- V
the highlights of his professional career.

The information is really just an extra added bonus since it

won't he|p you win the game. There is rip QB Challenge ns in

previous Versions ofQB Club for the Super NES. The only Chal-

lenge novy is on the field.

___________ Bowl ju>t alter New

J .
•

t \ >
^England scored in the third quarter.

—t?’’-" I On the following kick-off, Green
•

4
*
f ^ j|

Desmond I toward look the ball

I on his own one yard tine and raced

I
'I
1
) yards for the touchdown. Hie

, Patriots never recovered. Now, it's

your chance. If you stop Howard, you may continue New
England's momentum, if you play as Green Bay, will you be

able to stay ahead? You can choose from any of 50 sims.

You can even set up your own desperate situations in the



Erich Waas

IF f. ttWBF SOtAMIES TO THE l£fT
TODAX HE-miJACfPHMVITED
GUESTS. '

•

When John Madden talks about football, people tend to lis-

tens The veteran color commentator also ranked las one of

the;top NFL coaches during his stint with the Raiders. You

can pick up valuable tips from Bjg John in. his comments

preceding He lists two crucial points about

each team, pointing obt strengths and weaknesses thjit you

carfc'exploit. For instance, he may;point out that a certain

teatp has a weak offensive line that could leave the QB vul-

nerable. If you take that information and call lots of blitzes,

you could score multiple sacks. Madden also makes com-

ments during the game.

Power
Picks

I think Madden is a little bit better game on

the whole. Obviously Quarterback Club looks

great, but even here I think Madden has at

least one edge. The animation in Madden is

more lifelike, less sharp and jerky. And I think

Madden is more fun to play. It's also by far the

best Madden football game you can get. This

is a must have game.



Depending on the mode of play and the

stadium where the game is being held? ;

you may be subjected to the forces of

mother nature. The seven settings in QB
Club include Auto, Rain, Hot, Cold, Fair,

Snow and Windy. You can select just one
f

of the elements, though, so you won't
f

wind up having a snowy hurricane. Auto

sets the weather function to a random but

appropriate setting if you're playing out-

side. You won't end up in a blizzard in

Miami, for instance. Once you begin play,

you'll see the weather conditions on the

field and a little flag indicates wind direc-

tion and speed in the lower right comer.

Wind effects passing and kicking while

rain and snow effects' speed and agility.
|

Heat and cold don't seem to have much

effect on the game.

Rain slows down players and makes
passing plays harder to complete.

Snow makes everything a bit tougher.

Passes are harder to catch and you don't

run as fast.

Wind effects the kicking game and pass-

es, especially long kicks and passes.

You can select the type of weather i

preseason and exhibition modes.

Madden 64 is my choice, mainly because the

play control is better. It's easier to decipher

the plays, and the blocking schemes are bet-

ter in Madden. QB Club looks better and the

pass plays are more realistic. I got tired of the

announcers on both games. I liked the histor-

ical and All-Madden teams, but I also liked

the scenario set up in QB Club.

.LOCATION -.IRVING. TX
'STADIUM Half -Dome

FIELD TURF
CAPACITY 50,675

Real teams iff real stadiums-that's what the NFL license-will

get you. QB; Club boasts all NFL stadiunis, from the aging

bleachers ofChicago's Soldier Field to the indoor playgrounds

like the RCA. Dome in Indianapolis. The view is limited to field

level, though Obviously,

the biggest'; difference i_*

will be weather. Indoor . LJ £

Outdoor stadiums have V
only the type of weather

that you might expect in

that region. ..
"

.



Chris Inclenrock

Here's the other area in which Madden 64 has the graphical

edge on its competition. The home Stadiums of each team look

very realistic and detailed. The view in QB Club is always angled

in such a way that you never get a really good look at the stadi-

Power

When it comes down to it, I'd have to say my
choice goes with QB Club. Madden's custom

seasons and all the historical teams give play-

ers a lot of depth. Try pitting the 85 Chicago

team against the All-Madden team for a real

hard-nosed match. But QB Club's graphics,

the simulation option, the instant replay and

the huge play book are the clinchers.
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tltaft,

trade

or

steal

QB—Brunell, MX

LT—Whitfield, ATI

LG—Roberts, NYJ/NY

C—Everitt, PHI

RG—Allen, BAL

RT—Davis, AIL

K—Carney, SB

P—Feagles, ARZ/Phoenix

Since Madden 64 doesn't have the NFL

license, we've listed both the NFL team

name and the Madden city name when they

differ. As for the criteria of picking our

hottest offensive players, we looked at over-

all player ratings in Madden and the individ-

ual attribute ratings in QB Club to determine

the best players. All rankings are based on

1 996 personal season stats.

The top defensive players as rated in both games

will complete your fantasy 22. Defensive players in

QB Club are rated on the following attributes:

speed, strength, hands, agility, endurance, disci-

pline, and awareness. In Madden 64, players are

ranked in 15 separate categories, but they are also

given an overall rating. We used the overall rat-

ings, but you might place a higher value on a par-

ticular category, such as speed or agility.

IIB—Thomas, MM

MLB—Nickerson. TB/Tamna

OLB—Thomas, KC

NT—Bniant, SF

DIE—White, GB

DRE—Sapp, TB/Tamna

BIT—Fuller, SB

drt—

S

tubblefield, SF

GB—Sanders, BAL

CB—Green, WAS

S—Atwater. DEN

S—Lake, PIT

Even if you don't pick up ail of these all-stars, pick-

ing up a few key players will give you a powerful

nucleus for a winning team. Also keep in mind that

players who rank close to the top will also give you

good value. In some cases, more than one player

has a top ranking, although we've only listed one.

If you're drafting with the salary cap activated,

look for good deals. For instance, not only is Mark

Brunell a top rated QB, his salary is under a mil-

lion.

We compared the stats for the top NFLPA play-

ers in both Madden 64 and QB Club '98 to cre-

ate the best picks for your team. You may not be

able to draft all of these all-stars since other

teams will be looking to pick them up, also. And

if you're playing with the salary cap activated,

well, you can forget about signing them all. But

don't despair. You can trade for players you did

not draft and you can turn off the salary cap.

RB—Sanders, BET

FB—Centers, ARZ/Phoenix

WR—Rice, SF

TE—Coats, NE
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We've listed the top offensive and defensive

teams based on the ratings in each game, but we

didn't include the top combined team because no

combined score exists. If you look at the posi-

tions of the top teams, though, you can see that

Dallas and Green Bay are the top two balanced;

teams. Playing with either Dallas or Green Bay

-obviously gives you an edge.

Although we didn't list any of the specialty teams,

you'll find that they may also rank extremely high.

In Madden 64, the All-Madden team has an over-

all rating of 100. You'll also find dozens of the

best teams from history like the Green Bay cham-

pionship team of 1966 or Chicago in 19B5.

Quarterback Club also includes 90 top teams

from the past. QB Club ratings aren't as easy to

read since they appear as bars on a meter rather

than numbers.

12. Tennessee/Hasniillle

13. Sealile



fame's

favorite

plats

At last year's Quarterback Club competition, Brett Favre

got together with the development team from Acclaim and

Iguana Entertainment to review progress on the game and
chat about football. He sketched out several plays that

were included in the game with some modifications. Below
are Brett's plays and the fmal form of the play in QB Club.

'W When Brett Favre starred

J college Southern

A * Mississippi, he was die

seventh string quarter-

_ i
• • back. Now, after leading

r the Green Bay Packer^to

P^VVv- tfie Super Bowl charripi-

^ M M- onship, Favre k arguably

the beSt of the best Who

^ .

v"
better to collaborate with

the developers of QB
Club at Iguana Entertffln-

r ment? Brett may not have

written any code, but he

M tfiX ' I
did supply special plays

p I for the game, which we
‘Jm 4 Ite- „ have obtained thanks to— —~ Acdairih. The plays drawn

out' here by the Super Bowl MVP are just a sample of

Brett's input. Through the course of development,

Favre kept in touch with Iguana, .consulting on the

vast number of plays included in QB Club, which

number over 500.

Brett Favre, "When
you look at the

graphics it looks

k like the real

/ thing. It’s very
cool stuff. If

k you're playing m\ the snow, it

actually
' J accumulates

on the field.”

W.POWEi
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1
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multiplayer

My, oh my. What to buy? In the end, buying any video game is a per-

sonal choice. If a game appeals to you and if you enjoy playing it

who cares what the experts say, that's the game for you. As for NFL

Quarterback Club '98 and Madden 64, you've seen

the arguments for both games. Our pro evaluators

split five to three in favor of QB Club, but more than I a.
anything that just shows that both of these games are

fun. We all agreed that QB Club's graphics are superi-

or on the whole and that the Madden 64 play-calling

system is probably superior. QB Club has the NFL license,

scenarios and more options. Madden 64 has a better ratings

system and is easier to learn. So what's the bottom line? People will

be arguing over these two games for the next year. No matter which

one you get, it will be your favorite. Our advice is not to sweat it.

With choices like this, you just can't go wrong.

ISl



Once you set sail in the adventure mode of DKR, you'll find that it's a lot like Super

Mario 64. The biggest difference is that instead of each stage being filled with koopa-

stomping action, each stage is filled with racing action in which you cruise in a car, a

plane, or a hovercraft. Instead of using Stars to unlock a new stage, you'll need a cer-

tain number of Cold Balloons. For instance, if you have ten bal-
|f y0U wjn each of the

loons, you can enter any door bearing the number ten. Each world four races, you'll move

has a "lobby" on to face the challenge

, . .
,

of a special boss race
area from which against a champ like

you enter the four, Tricky the triceratops.

main race tracks.

Worlds also have boss areas,

locked bonus areas, Silver

Coin Challenges and trophy

races, which are full seasons

of racing on the four tracks.

You'll need to complete all the

races to earn the Amulet

Pieces and reach the ultimate

challenge. Your goal in the trophy

challenge is to score

points by placing

among the top finish-

ers in each race.

xMiiimm rowcit



JIMVIANDVMAME
The island is a magical place, full of surprises and challenges

to delight travelers of all ages and gaming persuasions.

Besides the many adventure races, you'll face challenges

from Taj, the magical blue elephant who hangs out in the

center of the island. Taj helps you out, too. He can switch

your vehicle to make exploring

the island paradise more fun.

You're welcome to go every-

where and do anything—cruise

through the tunnels, chase

frogs, or splash around in the

ocean surf. Although the first

world, Dino Domain, is easy to

reach, you'll have to explore

every nook and cranny to find

the other three worlds,

Snowflake Mountain, Sherbet The Wizpig has sealed the island's race tracks.

Island and Dragon Forest. Only a true champion can open them all.

mmaeuBm
Once you arrive at the island, you'll learn that not all is perfect

in paradise. But don't worry. The intrigue just makes the adven-

ture that much more

fun. It seems that the

mighty Wizpig has

sealed off the island's

world-famous race tracks and

the only way to break the spell is

with Taj's Cold Balloons. If you

want to be the hero of the island,

have to win the balloons

the race tracks. Eventually, you'll face the Wizpig

himself. For those who want less stress in their holiday,

they can forget about the Wizpig and his evil designs and

simply race against up to three other holiday-goers in a

In the lobby, you can see all the race track What does this mysterious sign do? Only the best racers will i

doors. If you have enough Gold Balloons, just uncover its secret,

drive up to the door and get set to race.



Getting around on your Diddy Kong

Racing holiday will be the least of your

problems. Some courses are best suited

for cars, while others were designed for

planes or hovercraft. During your

adventure, you'll use the type of craft

that has been preselected for each track.

After you complete every challenge on a

track, you can return and race with any

other available vehicle. Terrain on a

track sometimes limits your choice. On
a water course, you'll never have the car

as an option, but you might have both

the hovercraft

and airplane.

Zippers speed vehicles along with a boost of power if

you fly or drive over or through them.

races have the

same terrain

limitations. In

the central area

of the Timber's

Island, you can

use any vehicle

to explore every

inch.

Cars can slide around corners to maintain their top speed.

Hovercraft can hop a short distance to clear obstacles such t

the water or to take a shortcut across sandbars.

Timber's Island has three major e

from Taj's meadow, through the

:

beach.

; linked by tunnels and valleys. You can fly

v valley, down the river and on out to the

Each vehicle has unique handling attributes. In the

plane, you can fly in a tight loop.



I

mmmmm
You're not the only one who wants to save the island from the
Wizpig. Eight enthusiastic characters vie for the distinction of
winning each race. You'll choose one to use

for your driver and the others will race n
against you. If you wish, you can choose a

*'’*'*'* IYVIVVi

different driver for every race. The game “Ml go any-

saves the progress of your adventure in one where they
,
ve

of three memory slots. Ilfegfl got bananas."

KRUNCU
IRS "K. Roots!

b^Wi^ig *•.

I* *3 stinks!"

CONKER

I

"Ah, nuts. I was

supposed to star

in Rare's first
* *

game."

DRUMSTICK
"I'm a flyer,

I

not a fryer.

Get me out of

this place."

BUMPER
I "Badgers don't

**eT*^J
stin *< ' n ° matter

• what anyone
says."

fJO

TIPTUP

S
5 "Slow and

J steady won't

I win many races

around here."

nRv[
ture mode of DKR is

a great challenge,

but it's not the only

excitement in store

for you during your Once an area is clear, or in multi-

holiday excursion. If P|aVer mode, you can choose any
. ,

available vehicle,
you plug in a few

more controllers, you can race with two, three or four

friends. Any track that has been visited during the

adventure mode will be accessible to multiplayer rac-

ers. You can choose any available vehicle and driver,

then do your best to be in the front at the end of three

grueling laps. You can also choose multiplayer trophy

race tournaments and Capture-the-Egg races. Even in

four-player mode, with the TV screen quartered, the

graphics look excellent.

T.T.;

TAJ

"The greatest \
challenge is to set *,

the fastest time."

"Anybody

seen a Red-

crested Bree

Gull around

here?"

TIMBER
"Why is it

that people

always run

away when

they hear my
name?"

"I may squeak

under the wire,

but don't call me
a pipsqueak."

"Hello, my
friend. I am a

magical blue

elephant,

which is very

rare."

Taj isn't a driver, but he will chal-

lenge you to races. He also helps



WflKKUM
For anyone who has ever dreamed of exploring tropical islands

or arctic mountains, or visiting a place where live dinosaurs

roam, or discovering a fairy-tale world of windmills and drag-

ons—and then racing in them—the dream is finally coming true.

Each DKR world has a central theme, but each track is unique.

Some tracks are on land, others are in the air and some leave a

foamy wake across the waves, but all of them require strategy

and skill. Everytrack is paradise at high speed.

Hit the zipper so you don't hit the rocks in Pirate

Lagoon. There are shortcuts everywhere.

If you keep your cool in Hot ,

Top Volcano, you'll stay out of c r ° s s e a

the heat. by roam-

ing brontosaurs, Dino Domain

creates a Cretaceous crescendo

of cross-country cruising. Dino

Domain is the easiest of the

worlds to complete and the first

world you'll enter.

DINO DOMAIN
What was the main thing missing from Jurassic

Park? Fast rides, of course. In Dino Domain, all

you get is fast rides. Not only will you race past

dinosaurs, you'll race fast dinosaurs up a moun-

tain. From subterranean, volcanic tunnels where

racers fly through spouts of lava to roads criss-

Don't miss the pterodactyls or the shortcut

near the end of Fossil Canyon.

SHERBET ISLAND
Come race on the islands, mon. The sun, sand and surf dazzle vaca-

tioners and beckon to those who want to race over waves where

whales wallow and octopi occupy the watery deep. Much of the

racing takes place in

hovercraft, so chances

are that you'll get wet



RARE TREATS
You may drive

too fast to

notice, but

Rare created a

» graphics mas-

AQ terpiece

|§? v
KS5^^pf,- Diddy Kong

Racing. The

most impressive technology is

a proprietary system called Real-Time

Dynamic Animation, or RDA. At the heart

of RDA are two methods of animating

polygonal characters. The most common
form of polygon animation requires frame

data, for which you have to know exactly

what motions will be used in the game.

Another type of animation is kinematics.

The kinematic data is more generalized,

but it can follow rules that change the out-

come of a motion. In most games, when
an animation sequence begins, it can end

just one way. Once you've seen one drag-

on punch, you've seen them all. But in

DKR, once motion data begins the anima-

tion, kinematic data can alter it, giving

you a unique sequence.

Rare included other graphics effects in

the massive 128 megabit game to enhance

the DKR worlds. The use of texture skin-

ning, specular highlights and environment

maps has been seen in other games, but

never all together in one game with such

large worlds. Look closely at the objects

speeding by and you'll see subtle touches

that show that Rare truly went ape over

Diddy Kong Racing.

SNOWfTAKE MOUNTAIN
Snowflake Mountain may turn out to be a

winter wonderland or a slippery slope, depend-

ing on how you handle icy tracks, bounding

snowballs and other frosty forms of fun from the

frozen north.

It's a foggy night in old Frosty Village. Perfect for

racing on these winding, slick tracks!

The flakes are falling and the fakes are

stalling in Snowball Valley.
In Walrus Cove, you can scream up and over
the top of a loop on the icy track.

CRAGON FOREST
The stuff of fairy tales, like castles, wind-

mills, dark, haunted forests and a flying

dragon become reality if you dare to

enter this forest. You're not a true adven-

turer until you've had a drawbridge fall

on your head. Of course, it won't be

easy finding the entrance to this magical

domain. You'll have to poke your head

in a dark place to find it.

In Windmill Plains, you can be in the air and
underground all at once.



sovvtims
What holiday would be complete without fun sou-

venirs to send to all your friends? In Diddy Kong

Racing, you don't even have to go shopping.

Missiles, speed boosts, droppers, magnets and

shields can be found right on the

tracks. The bananas increase your

top speed. Each balloon color

indicates a different item. If you have

one type of item and get another balloon of the

same type, you'll upgrade your item. Once you

have an item, use the Z Trigger to activate it.

Dropping a spiked ball in the track is a thought-

ful way of letting your friends know that you're

having a great time.
Droppers, or items that you drop on the track, upgrade from oil to mines

to a bubble that drifts away with an unfortunate, but uplifted opponent.

HOAD mv

It you hit a major hazard like a snowball or dinosaur, it

pretty much squashes any hope of winning that race.

These road hazards aren't about to become squashed roadside victims. If you hit a

dinosaur, giant snowball, windmill, or if you run afoul ofsome other road hazard, it will

kill your chances of winning the race. Most hazards are fairly predictable, and they

appear only in certain areas of

a track, but if you hit them, they

can destroy any

hope of

that Gold

Balloon.

MEMO POWER



FAST & NASTY
Beating the pants off badgers and bears is all fine and well, but if you really want to have an adven-

ture, you'll have to test yourself against the best-the bosses. After winning each of the four main races

in each DKR world, you'll enter the championship race against a truly {MHMMPqMQM
awesome opponent. Some of these way trips while oth-

ers consist of three laps. After defeating a boss once, you'll activate the

Silver Coin Challenge

in the other race areas

of that world. If you

manage

IT the boss a second time,jmm earn a piece

u Wiz P'e's Amulet and

the Trophy

This dragon has a hot temper and lots of

hot breath.

itii® mt
998 (D&Q9

In Dino Domain, you’ll race the triceratops to the top

of a mountain.

In the waters of Sherbet Island lives a swift octopus
with a need for speed.

The giant walrus on Snowflake Mountain rockets down the slope

OTHER WORLDS TO CONOVER

The notorious Wizpig doesn't show up once, but

twice. He is the biggest, ugliest, smelliest, most
foul-tempered opponent of them all. If you beat

Wizzy, you'll really deserve a vacation.
proven our innate superiority over a grin-

ning bevy of cuddly forest creatures and V—- .

scowling, muscled road hogs. All in all, it
~

y
' ~

^

has been a good holiday. But while we

were on this island paradise, we heard lae&s -j.

rumors of yet another place where the forces of good and evil are locked

together in desperate racing action. Could it be that the adventure isn’t over?

Perhaps, in Diddy Kong Racing, it never is.

rnurnim Qjt
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Save your quarters, racers, because Midway is bringing one of arcade's fastest

up into a sleeker version, San Francisco Rush for the N64 features extra trac

gear for your tour of the city, and we'll show you the sights and the shortcuts

Don't bother trying to win

the race if you're searching

for the game's keys. Most of

the keys will require you to

venture far from the beaten

path or perform dangerous

aerial stunts in order to

recover them.

KEYS TO
THE CITY ik

SF Rush not only conceals wild and bizarre shortcuts

(launching your car through an office building?!?), but it

also hides keys that will access secret cars. Hidden in the

6 tracks are 45 keys. Many are easy to overlook, such as

1
the key in Track 5's gas

I station, or the key you'll

, .- Jr r-^£30 find on Track! if you turn
1

around at the start-

THE S.F.

CIRCUIT
The Circuit Mode enters you in a marathon competition in

which you speed through each of the six tracks in four

variations-forward, backward, mirrored, and backward/

mirrored. You'll e;

points based on how well

you place in each of the

24 races that determine

the king of the road and

the best of the Bay City.

Hit the streets of

San Francisco

with Midway's

home version of

the arcade hit-

after our crash course in

shortcuts, you'll know the

y Area better than

like messenger.



SAN FRANCISCO RUSH

BENNim

HIGH VELOCITY
VEHICLES

Where else but the home of hippy Haight-Ashbury and the

Beat Generation could a VW van seem perfectly appropriate

for downtown hot rodding? Eight vehicles, resembling everythi

from a Testarossa to a VW van and Bug are readily at your

disposal, and each is ranked at one of four skill levels. While

each car has a top speed of around 1 55 to 1 60 mph, the real

difference in vehicles comes from their handling. Beginner

cars have better traction and tend not to flip over as

easily, while the sleeker and sportier rides tend to slide more and get whipped

around by the wind. You can't customize the cars' abil-

ities, but at least you can cosmetically trick out your car

by changing its color.

ElfiEUE

SAN FRAN'S
SECRET CAR!

With its diverse lot of vehicles, SF Rush could have you

singing a new tune about racing games, like "I Left My Kart

San Francisco." In addition to its eight regular cars, you'll b

able to take a spin in three secret vehicles if you collect all

45 keys. By finding all of the keys in Tracks 1 and 2,

you'll be able to drag race in the hot rod. To hail the

taxi cab, recover the keys in Tracks 3 and 4. We'll

keep the final vehicle a secret, but to unveil it, locate

the 1 6 keys in Tracks 5 and 6.



SF SHORTCUTS

SF Shunpiking

Right after crossing the Golden Gate
Bridge, head to the left shoulder to boost
your car off the jump that will launch

you past other racers (not to mention
the tollbooths).

San Francisco Underground

wheels on the dirt

road and off the

grass, you'll maxi-
mize your speed.

At Point C, veer left toward the grassy bank and follow the grove
of trees. When you rocket off the bank and onto the lawn below,
you'll be lined up with the entrance of the shortcut tunnel that's

Under the Truck
and over the Rooftops

Hang a right at A through the corner building's window, then zoom
under the Mace truck (Those Dark Age warriors think they own the
road!) and up the ramp to the rooftops.

Tunnel Trailblaze
1

At the straightaways, race left along the
orange path to enter the detour tunnel.

The passage is narrow and unforgiving, so
avoid oversteering. Upon exiting, quickly

veer left, away from the orange roadway.

TRACK #1

@ Presidio

TRACK #2

(j^Transamerica Bldg. @Coit Tower

© Embarcadero Center ©Yerba Buena Gardens



SAN FRANCISCO RUSH

Lombard Street

Drive straight through the checkpoint into Chinatown. At the top of the hill, jump overjthe
building onto Lombard Street. Since navigating the world's most crooked road can give you/

whiplash, speed straight down the left shoulder or leap over the entire road. /

/b\Through

Skim by the right edge of the orange and

white barricades and head for the trio of

trees. Head between the middle and right

tree to enter the waterlogged tunnel.

When you emerge, swerve left.

Sign? What sign?

Even though the signs at the end of the first

straightaways warn you to turn left, keep
rolling straight along the right shoulder to

shortcut through a tunnel.

Three Detours
through the Financial District

By speeding up the grassy hill

at Point A, your car will rocket
m

straight into a skyscraper. Depending on how high you jump, your car will be
able to land in one of the building's three stories of detours.

Follow the Sidewalk

Who says sidewalks are for pedestrians? Drive likewe do in real

life and swerve onto the sidewalk. Follow it past the left-turn sign

to enter a detour to the finish line.

TRACK #3

©TransamericaBldg. @Sutro Tower

(I) Embarcadero Center (J^Twin Peaks

/J) Chinatown (T) Mission Dist,



Crashin’ through the Yacht Club

Follow the right sidewalk to the gate, then drive through. At the
road's end, break through the fence, then race between the build-

ings to the jump that will send you sailing over the yachts.

Leap of Faith

Speed through the parking garage
on the right that has yellow and

black stripes marking its entrance.

Follow the road to the orange

pathway and race up its ramp.

Drive in between the signs for a backyard

shortcut. After crashing through the

clothesline, work your way to the left.

On the Bridge
San Francisco is plagued by
hairpin curves. To avoid one of

the city's tight turns, swing
left onto the bridge that will be
considerably easier on your

car's alignment.

Over the Water

The Tunnel behind the Illusionary Wall

As you approach the top of the hill

near C, you'll spot a large building

with blue windows on your right.

Immediately before passing i t, hang
j

a sharp left onto the side road.

Barrel down the street at top
speed to fly off the grassy ramp at

the end of the road.

After passing the last traffic light, veer left and drive through the wooden
fence and illusionary wall directly behind it. Once you pass the aberration

in the tunnel's ceiling, lay off the gas or else you may flip over when the

road suddenly drops down.

® Harding Park (£) Seal Rock

© Dutch Windmill



SAN FRANCISCO RUSH

DAREDEVIL STUNT COURSES

SF Rush may be a road race, but aerial stunts sure

do play a blimp-sized role in game play. To test

your daredevil abilities, the game offers a couple

of stunt courses. Hidden in Tracks 2 and 6 are

some stunt areas where you can show off your

reckless driving.

I3@0" ®F SAN FRANCISCO
;
To burn rubber on the loop-the-loop in Track 2,

drive in the left lane through the cones after

[passing the checkpoint on the freeway over-

[

pass. If you maintain a speed of around 120

mph, you should be able to clear the gap in the

|

bridgeto.reach the stunt track.

Track 6 has an elaborate stunt course fea-

turing a series of ramps. To find its moun-
tainside entrance, turn right at the check-

point near Seal Rock, then drive down the

hill toward the ocean, using the concrete

barrier as your guide.

Build up your speed as you drive through

the entrance tunnel of Track 6's stunt course.

At the other end of the tunnel, you'll climb a

ramp that leads to a loop-the-loop track, and,

with enough speed, you'll be able to do a

vertical 360°.

A FIERY FINISH As long as you don't

crash into anything

too hard or land

upside-down, your

car won't explode. If

your car is about to

flip over or crash-

land, you can stabi-

lize it by turning

your wheels away
from the direction in

which you're falling

so that the backs ol

your wheels touch

the ground first.

In real life, when your car explodes, it means you're either

out of the race or you're driving a Pinto. SF Rush allows

you to put this realistic spin on racing with the "Deaths"

option. You won't get a Pinto, but when you activate the

option, any car that explodes will automatically be out of

the competition. Ideally, the seven other racers could

wipe out, leaving you all by your lonesome to finish the

race. That is, if you somehow survive. Play it safe by

avoiding shortcuts in this mode.
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Puzzling Secrets
You don't often find codes in puzzle games, but the

Tetrisphere team managed to slip a few clever ones into the

final version of the game. To enter a code, first choose the

Single option on the Main Menu. Now select New Name.

Enter the appropriate code word and press OK to return to

the previous screen. Some code words call for a special sym-

bol. To make these symbols appear, press bottom C, right C
and the L Button simultaneously on the New Name screen.

"Lines'* fT1ode

Enter "LINES" on the New
Name screen. Press OK.

Select the new "Lines" option

to play a variation of the

Rescue game. You'll be given

instructions before the game
begins.

End Credits

If you're wondering who's who
in the Tetrisphere universe,

enter "CREDITS" on the New
Name screen. Now you'll

know who to blame for all

those hours lost to this game!

more music

Turbo Start and Special Cars
To get a turbocharged boost off the Starting Line, the

tachometer (the gauge showing your engine's RPMs) needle

must be pointing straight up just as the race begins. There

are two ways to accomplish this. The first method is to

watch the countdown before the race and press the acceler-

ator just as the number "1" disappears from the screen. The

second method is to rev your engine during the countdown

and then release the A Button as the number "1" fades.

MRC also has two special cars that you can activate.

Defeat the Deus (silver dune buggy) and the VH110R (blue

sports car with 4WD) in the Match Race to enable them. The

Deus is the best handling car in the game. The VH110R is

faster but not quite as sure-footed on off-road routes.

Stage Select

Access the special symbols
on the New Name screen and
enter "Planet, UFO, Rocket,

Heart, Skull" as your code
word. Press OK. Use the

Control Pad to scroll through

the list of stages.



Rare 1-Ups
Racking up high scores is the usual way to earn extra lives in

Star Fox 64, but there are also two well-hidden 1-Ups you

can grab. The first is located at the end of the Corneria stage.

Follow the default route through Corneria to Granga. Fly

straight between the robot's legs and perform a loop. If you

complete the loop without touching any part of the 'bot's

body, a 1-Up icon will appear in front of you.

The second 1-Up is located near the end of Sector Y.

Shortly before you encounter Shogun, your wingmen will

accelerate ahead of you and fly in formation. Flit your

booster and fly below them to form a diamond pattern. If

your ship has a single laser, a Laser Upgrade will appear

ahead of you. If you have twin or hyper lasers already, a 1 -

Up icon will appear instead.

Double Trouble
This trick allows you to create duplicates of Trevelyan and
Xenia in the multiplayer Live and Let Die mode. To clone

Trevelyan, go to the Multiplayer setup screen and set the

number of players at two. Go to the character select screen

and choose your characters, making sure one of them is

Trevelyan. Return to the setup screen, set the match for

three players and press Start. To clone Xenia, set up a match
for three players. Choose your characters, making sure one
of them is Xenia. Return to the setup screen, set the match
for four players and press Start. Presto!

Only one character can be
duplicated at a time.

Having two Xenias can be
interesting-and deadly!

There is only a single 1-Up in

Corneria. Repeating the loop
will not produce more.

In Sector Y, you don't have to

fly in perfect formation, but
you should get in close.

Rolling Stones
This is one of the funniest codes we've come across in a

while. Begin a game and enter your name as "Roller." Once
a race starts, you and all your opponents will be transformed

into boulders! Even though you'll be a big rock, your con-

trols will remain the same.

Training Hologram
Star Fox 64 has a terrific Training program, including an All-

Range combat simulator. If you score 100 hits during your

training exercise, the computer will add a duplicate of Star

Wolf's ship to the battle simulation.

Score 100 hits during your

training exercise to make a

Wolfen-class fighter appear.

Unlike the other enemy ships

in the All-Range simulator, this

little baby fights back!

You normally receive this code
by winning certain races.

May the best hunk of rock
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Voshi Step 3
Try to line up parallel with the
section of track across the

way. Hop a couple of times if

you need to, to get in line.

Jump just before you fall into

the chasm. If your aim is true,

you'll leap across the gap.

JJjfLuo mere Sneaky Shortcuts
It seems we've yet to slake your thirst for Mario Kart 64

shortcuts. The Frappe shortcut comes to us from several

clever fans via our web site.

Frappe Step 1 |^r
,IHE ""' ,r"

At the start of the race, turn

around and drive to the middle

of the bridge. Turn around and
head diagonally forward and to K
the right to the corner of the K

Frappe Step 2
Jump from the bridge to the

snowbank. Do not touch the

track. Keep going until Lakitu

picks you up. Make sure to go

past the Finish line before you

go out of bounds.

Catacomb Shortcut
A number of net surfers have pointed out to us via e-mail

that the Invincibility cheat for Turok, besides protecting you

from harm, opens up a number of shortcuts within the game.

What do we mean? For example, begin the Catacomb stage

and head straight into the maze. Pick up the Shotgun and go

down the staircase on the right. Step on the switch to your

right and head into the chamber beyond where a High Priest

awaits. Use your most powerful weapons to defeat him. Step

up onto the platform and look down at the dark clouds

below. Normally, if you step off the edge, you'll lose a life. If

the Invincibility cheat is activated, you'll land at the bottom

of a pit. You can then follow the tunnel to a save point and

the Hub Arch that leads to Mantis. If you have the requisite

keys, you can save yourself a lot of running around in the

maze. If you have the Invincibility cheat (check Volume 99

or Volume 100 for details) and you explore your surround-

ings very carefully, you'll find numerous other shortcuts like

this in the game.

Frappe Step 3
Repeat Steps 1 and 2 twice.

When Lakitu brings you back

to the track the third time,

drive through the Finish line.

You'll be credited with three

full laps and you'll finish

the race!

Voshi Step 1

No matter which route you

take through Yoshi Valley, they

will eventually merge into one

path. Just past this point,

you'll see a guardrail on the

right.

Voshi Step 2
As you pass the end of the

guardrail, slide in a wide arc (a

regular slide, not a power
slide) from the right side of

the track to the left. As you

slide, the track across the

chasm will come into view.
Defeat this High Priest and

then leap into the pit beyond.

If you have all the Level Six

keys, you'll warp to Mantis.
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Watts the Blacksmith ca

then reforge your sword.

If you have an awesome trick, password or code for our Classified Information

files, drop us a line at the address at the right. For access to even more cool codes

and tips, check out Nintendo's official web site at www.nintendo.com.

flintendo Pouier
Classified Information
P.Q. Bax 97033
Redmond. UJR
98073-9733
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Deity Damage
There was a misprint in Volume 97's War Gods review, so

here's the correct sequence for Anubis's Fatality. We've also

thrown in a few other moves for good measure!

Super Uppercut
If a Super Uppercut would be
more your style, stand next to

your opponent, hold Down and
press the 3D Button + High
Punch. What goes up, must
come down!

Suiord Orbs Rre Us
We'd like to give a big tip of our code-hunting hats to the

players who sent us this trick, which allows you to gather up

as many Sword Orbs as you like without searching the world

over. After you get the Flammie Drum, call the dragon and

fly to a small island just off the north coast of Ice Country.

Talk to Neko and save your game. Normally, saving here can

scramble or erase your game, so you may want to save to an

empty file or a file you won't mind losing, just in case.

After your game is saved, press L, R, Select and Start

simultaneously to reset your game. Start a new game. Grab

the Rusty Sword and proceed to Potos Village. Don't bother

fighting the Rabites along the way. Talk to the village elder to

set an automatic sequence in motion. Once you fall into the

Mantis Ant's lair, let your companion say his first line and

then press L, R, Select and Start simultaneously. Hold all the

buttons for a few seconds and then release them.

Now start the game file that you just saved. When the

game starts, you'll appear in the Mantis Ant's lair. Defeat the

monster for a Sword Orb. After the battle, you'll repeat a

cinema scene from earlier in the game, but you'll actually be

back at the point you left off.

You can repeat this entire sequence over and over, until

you have enough orbs to create the Dragon Buster blade. All

you'll need then is enough cash to pay for the upgrades!

Repeat the battle with the

Mantis Ant for a Sword Orb.

Shockwave Stamp
In Volume 99, we revealed

how to access the chief gods,

Grox and Exor. Grox doesn’t

have a Fatality, but you can
perform his Shockwave Stomp
by pressing Back, Up, Up-

Forward and Low Kick.

Super Kick

Unlike Grox, Exor does have a

couple of Fatalities in his

godly repertoire. To Super
Kick your opponent into obliv-

ion, stand next to him or her,

hold the 3D Button and press
Back + High Kick.

Coffin Drop
To unleash Anubis's Coffin

Drop Fatality, stand a half

screen away from your oppo-
nent and press Forward,
Down, Back, High Punch +
Low Kick. Mummy!
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new lineup, KONAMI IS

TURNING UP THE HEAT

on production to devote the

majority of its development efforts

to the N64. Our tour of the company in

Osaka turned up sneak peeks at THE LATEST IN

THE CASTLEVANIA SERIES plus other SUREFIRE HITS

that could be TOO HOT TO HANDLE.

E O N A M I MANIA
KONAMI COMPUTER ENTERTAINMENT in Osaka, Japan recently opened its doors to

NP to unveil the company's latest N64 offerings. Even more promising was the

announcement from KCE Kobe and Osaka President, Kuniaki Kinoshita that his

company would be concentrating most

/J jj
of its efforts on creating games solely

j *' for the N64. "I believe that the N64
has the potential to be as popular

in the Japanese market as it is in

the U.S.," Kinoshita enthused.

"That's why KCE Osaka is spend-

ing most of its power and devel-

opment on creating N64 games."

That's encouraging news for

gamers, considering that Konami

had mastered game development

for the NES, Super NES and Came
Boy with such classics as the Tiny

Toons, Contra, Gradius, Track & Field,

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, and, most

notably, Castlevania games. Konami's

Castlevania series helped

perfect the side-scroller, and

now KCE is revamping its vampire

game to reshape the 3-D action genre.

KCE has 10 development teams of

around 1 60 people each working on N64
games such as Hybrid Heaven, Nagano

Winter Olympics '98, NBA in the Zone
'98 and C.A.S.P.I. Those games, along

with Dracula 3-D, promise to raise the

stakes for N64 action, and after sinking

your fangs into our sneak preview, you'll

agree that Konami still has great gaming

in its blood.



DRACULA 3-D: 10% completion — Spring ’98 estimated release

in usaKa, wnere Konami s proimc aeveiopers are Dusiiy creating i\m games, tne sun never seems to set.

Here's hoping it doesn't, because they're resurrecting Dracula and inviting him back into our homes.

T"f UFFY HAS NOTHING on the Belmonts. The

r5

^ sworn enemies of Dracula, the Belmont family

' j has been slaying vampires on almost every major

home entertainment system since Simon Belmont's

1987 debut in Casllevnnia for the NES. Ten years and

many sequels later, Dracula 3-D for the N64 is in the

works. This newest addition to the Castlevania saga will

abandon the series' side-scrolling format and expand the

Gothic adventure with polygons, the Rumble Pak and 1 28

Megabits. Dracula 3-D will also introduce mecha-

nization to Castlevania, since the game will be set

during the Industrial Revolution in the 1800s.

Dracula 3-D will offer four new playable charac-

ters, including 12-year-old Carrie Eastfield and the

chain saw-toting Kola. The latest to carry the

Belmont burden, as well as the family's weapon of •

choice, the whip, will be Schneider. While he will

have average qualities, the other heroes may sur-

pass his abilities or excel in other areas, such as

using magic. Konami hints that Cornell Reinhalt,

who can attack only at close range, may

be able to overcome his limitations by

transforming into an animal. The heroes

will also have their own personalities, and

if a player makes choices that contradict

those personalities, the gamer could ruin

the chance of seeing the best ending.

Dracula 3-D will progress much like

an adventure as players search for

secrets, items and info needed to reach

the reawakened Dracula. Of course,

he and his fellow vampires come
out only at night. Players will have

to work fast, since Konami has

currently set the game's internal

clock and lighting effects to change

day into night gradually over a

15-minute period. Once nighttime creeps up, the

field of vision will narrow, making every decision

and second of play crucial.



HYBRID HEAVEN: 10% completion — Spring ’99 estimated release date

U

A Hybrid of Action
^
IgKmzM <1Vi .aMp|

The title may refer to the genetic mutants that have fallen from

the sky, but it could also easily describe how Hybrid Heaven's

unique mix of action and RPG battle strategy elevates it

to an all-new realm of gaming.

"I would like

to create images that

are COMPLETELY DIFFERENT from

NITIALLY conceived

as an RPG, Hybrid

Heaven has evolved

to incorporate a cinemat-

ic feel along with the

adventure and perspec-

tive of Dracula 3-D. The

ambitious action game
follows the story

of a futuristic spe-

cial forces team investigating the wreckage of a

crashed space shuttle. Led by Johnny Slader, the

seven-member team discovers that the craft had

been transporting the mutant results of a secret

government experiment gone awry. The crea-

tures, genetically engineered to be the perfect

soldiers, somehow mutated and attacked the

shuttle crew. Crash-landing in the U.S., the

mutants have taken over a city and are now
feverishly multiplying in numbers.

While its story may be nothing new to the

sci-fi universe, Hybrid Heaven will certainly

shine brighter in its fresh approach to game play. As

Slader, gamers will roam about in 3-D worlds not

unlike the characters in Dracula 3-D. However, when
Slader encounters a mutant, the battle will not take

place in real time. Instead, the player must select the

plan of attack from a battle menu, much like RPG style

of fighting. After selecting a move, the player can then

sit back to watch the game's fully-animated battle

scene. Rather than being a test of reflexes, Hybrid

, „ Heaven more likely will strive to be a

other games. thinking person's action game.

Konami is looking into releasing

Hybrid Heaven as a Nintendo 64 Disk

Drive game, which would perfectly comple-

ment the game's customizable features. When
gamers use the same attack often, they will be

able to make their characters experts at execut-

ing that particular move. By saving their charac-

ters to Controller Paks, players will then be able

to pit their personally trained characters against

a friend's customized character.

. I



A Gold Medal Quick-Freeze
If you prefer high-speed action over hunting vampires, then Nagano's blizzard of hyper-

kinetic and extreme winter sports may be what you're looking for. Just don't blink.

T
HERE MAY BE a seemingly

endless convoy of racing

games jamming the N64
game highway, but their popularity

among developers attests to the

N64's fluid animation and realistic depiction of speed.

While Nagano Winter Olympics '98 is not a racing

game, the scenes that Konami showed us from the

high-velocity, 1 2-event competition blurred by with all

the power of a gold medalist.

Nagano is the only officially licensed Winter

Olympic game for the N64, and it includes some of the

best sports of the season. Up to four players will be able

to go for the gold and challenge record scores in alpine

downhill skiing, alpine giant slalom ski-

ing, ski jumping (two variations), freestyle

aerial skiing, half-pipe snowboarding,

giant slalom snowboarding, 500M and

5000M speed skating, four-person bob-

sledding, luge racing, and, in case the

a lot @fMW

game gets too fast or

extreme, there's always

curling.

Some events will require

continuous button pushing, such a

the ski jump or bobsled competitions, while

some will call for carefully timed controller coordi-

nation, such as rhythmically toggling the Control Stick

to balance the downhill skier or swiftly alternating the

L and R Buttons to manipulate the speed skater's legs.

Other events will push your fingers to the limit, such as

the combo-style button sequences that will activate up

to 22 gravity-defying snowboarding maneuvers.

Aside from capturing the speed and power of the

Winter Games, Nagano is also a vivid

wonderland of graphics, with polygons

that are smoother than ice and visuals that

are chillingly stunning—right down to the

skaters' reflections in the rinks and the I

amusing end-of-competition sequences.

VOLUME 102 Q>
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i release date yet

in the Z

aliens are

so realistic you feel

like you are on the

court playing face-to-

face against the leagues

best players.

"IN THE HEAL NBA WOULD, each team has

its own particular style and formation of

play. WE DESIGNED THIS GAME to follow

those real world elements."

—KazutomoTerado, Game Director of NBA in the Zone '98

Dribbling to Drool Over
NBA in the Zone '98 impressed NBA All-Star and video game fanatic Glen Rice, and that's reason to

take notice. We did, and our tour of Konami turned up more reasons why this game shouldn't be ignored.

A
LL RIGHT, so Michael Jordan isn't in this game,

but Glen Rice, Shaquille O'Neal and 348 other

National Basketball Association stars will

hoop it up in NBA in the Zone '98. The offi-

cially licensed basketball game will also

boast 29 NBA teams, an All-Star mode,

compatibility with both the Controller

and Rumble Paks, plus arenas, player

stats and team logos that will be based on

the current season.

The version that we saw in Osaka

about halfway done, so camera movements

and music were far from all-star quality, but game
director Kazutomo Terada assured us that the game will

be as realistic as possible. "The CPU will choose the

most appropriate formation for your team. For exam-

ple, if you choose the Bulls, the CPU will use the most

Bulls-like formation. To me, it is not realistic if a par-

ticular team uses a formation that they wouldn't use in

a real game," Terada elaborated. Moreover, KCE

painstakingly researched each player's quirks, charac-

teristics and signature moves, so players who can't

slam dunk in real life, won't be able to in

Konami's version either. To keep the players'

motions true to life, the programmers cap-

tured around 500 movements for animat-

ing the players, including 300 for drib-

bling and shooting alone.

Konami perfected the art of running

commentary for sports games (compare

le live commentary feel of Konami's

International Superstar Soccer 64 with other

sports games' sporadic and random announce-

ments), and NBA in the Zone '98 will feature the live-

style play-by-play from the Bulls' home game com-

mentator. Complete with customizable players, full-

season play, and player swapping and substituting,

NBA in the Zone '98 will offer hardcore hardwood
action for up to four players in two-on-two, and, quite

possibly, three-on-one competition.

NINTENDO POWER

Sti M...*



You may not have been holding your breath for G.A.S.P.!, but Konami

is banking that this anime street fighting game

will blow you away with gale force.

VOLUME 102

T
HE GENRE may already be full of contenders,

but Konami is making G.A.S.P.! stand out of the

crowd with its realism and customizable char-

acters. Currently set for a lapan-only release, the game

is pushing around 64 to 96 Megabits with 8 characters,

2 bosses and 10 stages. While the fighters will have

their own special

moves and com-

bos, KCE is try-

ing to keep the

action realistic

by not including

supernatural

abilities, such as

freeze moves.

the genre is the

increased presence of obstacles that players can toss

opponents into, such as cars, crates and even snow-

men. Along with hidden characters and secrets, what

will probably keep players gasping for more will be its

Character Edit function, which will allow players to

mix and match body parts to create their own fighters

and challenge friends via the Controller Pak.



Bad Mr. Frosty has turned

over a new leaf and is now
fighting for truth, justice

and the American clay. The
bigger the punch,$e far-

ther his Snow Ball attack

\flojl travel.

Ollier Stuff
Taunt

L Button+FP+FK

Throw
®+BP (Close)

Blob has a good balance of

speed and power, as well as

a wide selection of short-

and long-range attacks.
' The aerial BlO^aid works
fwell as an opener and is

easier to pull off than it

jgoks, while Da Bomb tends

TS|pe pretty fMcky. *

Irvine Axe Massacre

@>®©©®©+K

Merijy GoGlown
©®©+K Welcome to tli<

let ‘Em, Fifi

©®®fP
>rris Wheel

You won't have

trouble keeping

enemies at bay as
'

Bonker. The Merry Go Clown can deflect airborne

attacks while Get 'Em, Fifi will take care of any

attempted low blows.

Taunt

R Button+WK

r-J r~i

iJEjTT,
1Q‘

In the move charts, we've listed punches and kicks as follows:

WP = Wobbly Punch, FP = Fair Punch, BP = Brutal Punch, P = any punch, WK = Wobbly Kick,

FK = Fair Kick, BK = Brutal Kick and K = any kiclS^uuhh, let'^et ready to crum-blll/lle!

Speaui Moves
Ice Bash

©®©+P

CLcv

Snow Ball

Charge ©@+P

Ice Skate Dash Opener
Charge ©@+K

(Next To Opponent)

Ollier- Stull

Special Wlove:
Buzz Saw

Charge ©@+P

Super Speeiei
K'lcves

Frozen Frenzy

^©@©®©®©+K

Taunt

L Button+R Button+VVP

Throw
@+BP (Close)

Blob Raid

@®©®©+K

CluytcUiy
Da Bomb

©©@+R Button

(Next to Opponent)

Mallet Launcher
®+BP

Super Speuiei
NLoves

Hold



EWJ Punch
@©®+P

Clc\ IcLlia

Knock off Top Half

©©@+R Button

(Next to Opponent)

OillCH Stull

Taunt

L Button+R Button+WP

Voodoo Surfing

©®@+K
Air Voodoo! Surfing

SPBMkK (In Air)

Chicken Baseball

©'(§>©+

P

Claytal Bad Hand
Button-

(Away from Oppofen

With his.superior 4

V"* 1* l

Sii:>-
-

C" c\cn i
Attack powerful,

, but it's effective at

iciose range only, and it puts you in a nasty stall. If you miss, you'll

leave yourself wide open. The Claytal Bad Hand is one of the longer

Claytalities in the game.

Special Ktdfe; Su[2eL' S[:ecicl

Fire Fire /v'tcVUf

©®©+P Sue>er Fire

©®@©®®+P
Earthworm Jim is one of the more
challenging fighters to use. He doesn't

have a huge bag of tricks at his dispos-

al, so you must use his long-range Fire

Fire wisely if you want to gain the

upper aooendage. The stronger the

punch yoftuse for the move, the faster

a Fire Fireshot will travel. Luckily, the

Super Fire attack alone is good enough
for a four-hit Lousy Combo. In addition,

his EWJ Punch wilhie very familiar to

fans,of {^Street nghter series.%

Special Moves
Unearthly Travel

@©®+K

S
Great Pumpkin
©®@+P
Ghoul Roll

Hold ©@+P

Super Special 1

Moves 4
Taunt

L Button+R Button+WP

Throw i

©+BP a

Other Stuff

Evil Presence

©®©©®©+WP

If you keep lekybod close to an oppo-

nent during a combo, you can easily

tack on a Ghoul Roll-powered juggle or two at the end. The
Unearthly Travel teleport is good for a surprise, but don't

expect it to work too often.



The fighting chef's Pork Fried

Rice starts low and strikes

higfc and his Egg Foo Young will deflect most any attack.

Kung's taunt is one of the mostl^^s!

Scoop and Thro'!

©'®@TFK or Bt

Over The Top
©ffi+BP

>Went)

Taunt

iutton'+R Button+Wl

Launch
Hold ®+BP

Hash and Bash

^©®8)©®@+K fcng-range attacks are the robo-rabbit's

pjfecialties, but you must use the Hoppy

Stomp at a specific distance for it to work.

jpei' Special
Meves
Big Gun

Hold Any Punch
+Any KickGum Toss

@®©®©+K
Taffy Twist
©®©+P ©filter Stull

Taunt

L Button+R Button+WP

Launch

Hold ®+BP

^BTOWaffy's moves and combos end with blows that send your

opponents sprawling away from you, so it's often difficult to come

up with anything better than a Lame Combo. You'll have to be quick

and clean with your auto doubles and linkers if you want something

as good as a 13-hit Little Brown Betty Combo!

Super Special
Moves

Pork Fried Rice

©®@©(§)®+K

Claytality

Bruce Lee Squish

©©© ^
( 1 .5 Body Lengths Away®

Special Moves
Crane Technique

©®©+P
Egg Foo Young
£D©®+K

Other Stuff

Taunt

L Button+R Button+WK

The Crane
©+BK (In The Air)

Overhead Attack





* from
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If this is Tuesday, and there are gobs of clay everywhere, then the game
must be Clayfighter 63 '/>! CF has undergone a few changes since our
Volume 97 preview. The globby gladiators you see on the right

have been dropped, and others have had their fighting repertoires

modified, so here's an updated list of awesome special moves *

and putty-punishing

Claytalities. To use a Super

Special Move, you must charge

your power meter to at least level

one. The CF combo system works '«

much like the Kl combo system, with

openers, auto doubles, linkers and enders.

Depending on how many moves you can

string together, you might rack up enough

hits to score a Little Girlie Combo or

maybe even a Little Brown Betty Combo!

NINJENDO POWER
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Buckle up andplugirfyour Rumble

Pak—video game racing just got

real. Midway’s Top Bear Rally is

one of the most authentic racing

simulations available for the A/64, and

this month Power has the driving tips

and strategies you’ll need to triumph on

every course.

r



As you earn rally points and progress

through the season, you'll get your pick of

one or two new cars. These new wheels

are fast, but control and handling are what
counts when you're driving to win.

HOT WHEELS
Top Gear Rally features 21 races and six racing seasons / modes: Spring,

Summer, Fall, Winter, Professional and Expert. As you earn rally points, you'll

graduate to faster, high-performance vehicles. But as you play, you'll discov-

er that the cars that go fast will often finish dead last on difficult tracks or in

ugly weather. The key to winning is to pick your car based on course condi-

tions. Use the four-wheelers on gravel tracks or in muddy or snowy tracks.

Fast acceleration outweighs top'speed when you're racing across twisted ter-

rain, and engine location vyill often determine how your car lands when

you're pounding down the hummocks on a bumpy road. Finding the ideal set

of wheels for each track can require hours of research, but we've simplified

the process witlvnotes on e’ach car. in the game.

* FRONTENGINE

5-SPEED

I FRONTENGINE

F 6-SPEED

4WD

l FRONTENGINE
' 5-SPEED

4WD

nn #AMf* You'll begin the road rally season with the LD and ES cars. While the LD has

fJmJi tmM better acceleration than the ES, it won’t corner as wel I on tight turns. Make
“ ™ the most of the ES's top speed on the dry Coastline and Jungle track's.

m mm mm j||-n The IP and CE cars are evenly matched, but if you're prone to bouncing offUffl/ff flrff r“n guardrails and barriers, the CE has the acceleration you' II need to get back inwmawa^"
the race. Be sure to check out the CE's NintendoTower decals!

NINTENDO POWER



TOP GEAR RALLY

WINTER
Nasty weather makes the winter circuit races exceptionally difficult, but

these fast four wheelers will rip through torrential rain or slippery snow. The
balanced RS will beat the fastest cars on the Professional and Expert tracks.

U#
J 6-SPECD

4WD

If you're declared champion, you'll get to drive the best
vehicles in the game. You'll win the Milk Truck after the

first year and the Helmet Car after the second.

You can select the PS after you complete the Winter cir-

cuit. Tfiis car is fast, but the rear engine will pull the back

of the vehicle down on jumps. Use the RS on the bumps.

i^uj«gwmm; i,

"* There are three types of

suspension in the game:
soft, normal and hard. The
type of suspension you

select is primarily a mat-
ter of personal taste, but

you’ll find that the hard

suspension has less

bounce and offers more
control on bumpy circuits

like the Mountain and
Desert courses.

** Like most racing games.
Top Gear Rally lets gamers
choose between automatic
and manual transmissions.

If you're just learning how
to play, the automatic

transmission is an ideal

choice, but you'll want to

graduate to the manual
transmission later so you

can downshift to brake
through hairpin turns.

You can select grip-

py, normal or slippy tires.

Grippy tires are great for

novice drivers, and they

work on all terrain. After

you've mastered the

game, try a new driving

style by popping on a pair

of slippy tires. Slippy tires

let you to slide through

the turns, which is useful

on the Coastline course.

very forgiving, so you c

crank on the Control St

without bouncing your i

from curb to curb.

0 /

T

three driving per-

; in the'game.Ypu can
ide your car with the

riew pr ude .
one of the

rificeyourtachome-

ch'oose the rearview

DRIVING
PERSPECTIVES
How do you like to view the road? Selecting from Top Gear Rally's

... . three driving perspectives is really a matter of personal preference,
;

- * 'just’jfjte^olj r, suspension, transmission or handling—there isn't a

partiGUlaMie^ojrOhEft will aid you in winning or keeping your car

Ip; .under contrGl.' Npyice.drivers should seJecUhe,exterior perspective sq :^j

log. yvhjlty spinning. oi» or crashing into barriers,

i^ppriehgedidrivers.tend-tp.choose the
1

view with the rearview mirror

so meyriban bidet trafficij.behindjtheir vehicles. ^youVe%rjving the

Milk Truck, use" one of the interior perspectives or yojj won't be able

e the cars directly in front of you.

NINTENDO
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FAST TRACKS
Top Gear Rally features five tracks, but a special mirror option revers-

es all the twists andfturns in the courses, so it looks like there are ten

venues in the game. We've mapped all five of the normal courses on

these pages. Note' the locations of the shortcuts on the courses

—

you'll need to use every shortcut to win on Championship mode's

Professional and Expert levels. Watch your speed through the tight

turns and .high bumps in,the danger zones.

I
After the second tunnel you'll see a broken guardrail above a beach.

Punch the accelerator and jump between the gap and onto the sand. 2 iwo turns arter tne Deacn snortcut you n see a pasture surrounded
;

i by an old.stone wall. Drive through the broken gap in the wall and con-
uontinue straignt, cnmD tne emoanKment and Diast up onto tne course. tinue across the field until you can jump back onto-the track again.

The Junglg i£a'rvf§asy track as longWydu rerfflper tO'-Watch your speed

on the twisting .turns halfway through the course. Much of this track is f
‘

built around wetlarids,5p it's important to stay on thread or you'll end
1

up mired in the nTOd/fcoi^weather will'fi!^e^esefflyarepy..flpra^a|id

savvy drivers will look fornew shortcuts acfdss the frozen lakes;.^

The (coastline course is flat and paved with wide, sweeping turns that

keep the fastest drivereon the
;
road gnd off the curbs. This track isn't over-

ly challenging unl'ess you're trying to break records’ ih ’snowy"orfaihy i

conditions. The quickest way to get ahead of the pack is to' take'the short-'

cuts across the b'each and between the breach in the old stone wall.

»
As you leave the city, you'll see a farmhouse at theside of the road.

Drive through the pasture and into the forest Stay in control on the

•Jjrt road or you'll wrap your headlights around a tree.

iimEmo P0WEK

I
The first shortcut is on the outside edge of the first turn. If you look

m closely, you'll spot the tunnel leading away from the course. If you keep

using this tunnel route, you'll move up three places on each lap.

Many drivers roll through this shortcut when they miss the first hair-

pin turn and carom off the road. You don't have to stay on the road .

here, but^ow down Orthe bumps will toss you off the course.

This is it—the toughest course on any circuit. The narrow canyons and

loose gravel will give you the most tmible, although the shortcut through

the wooded grove is the meanest back road stretch in the entire game. But

if you can win in the Desert on a rainy day, you'll beat the rest of the field

on the other courses under any type of weather condition.



TOP GEAR RALLY

The narrow, winding switchbacks leading up the mountain make it

nearly impossible to pass other cars. Patience is your best weapon.

Bide your time and pass on the inside of the turns or when the course

winds around the lake shores.

acked Up Road" sign next to the Mountain

The key to successfully navigating this steep,

our speed down and your vehicle's nose up.

START

The narrow switchbacks leading up the side of the steep Mountain

course might seem intimidating, but you'll find that this course is

a piece of cake if you take your time and wait to pass other vehi-

cles on the inside corners. Near the summit you'll find the Jacked

Up Road. Keep your speed down on this abandoned track or you'll

be launched into orbit.

MIRROR, MIRROR
Just when you think you have a track memorized, the developer

Boss Studios turn you around with a Mirror Course. At first glance, a

Mirror course looks lik^a track you've raced before, but you'll quick-

ly realize that everything left is now right and everything that was

.
right is left. Even the words on signs are backwards!

The Strip Mine is a hidden

bonus course you can play in

Arcade Mode if you finish first

in every race during the Sixth

Season. This is a fast track

with long straightaways, tight

turns, construction equipment

and an open drawbridge. If

you'relooking for additional

variety, finish first in every

race during the Sixth Season

of the second year. If you pull

off this amazing feat, you'll be

able to churn up the dirt in the

Strip Mine Mirror course.

iUK

m *

% NIGHT PS 1
RAIN

You’ll find the same amount of

your headlights can't penetrate

the murky darkness. Watch the

taillights of the cars in front of

your vehicle so you can antici-

pate the twists and turns ahead.

traction on a wet asphalt track

that you'll find on a gravel road-

way. Keep your momentum up

1

while driving in the mud or you’ll

end up being bogged down.

4

i
sr

You'll see more of the road in

foggy conditions than you can at

night or in the rain. The road also

stays dry so you don’t have to

worry about slipping around or V “’s

4 SNOW
Snow is the slickest and most
dangerous driving condition in the

game. The falling snowflakes

will severely limit your view of

the road, so try to memorize the

iai>m

/
1

8IM
• - sty. • "
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Driving the fastest car and memorizing the shortcuts for every course won't guar-

antee you a championship. There are three essential driving techniques you'll

need to master before you'll be able to sweep the Professional and Expert cir-

cuits. Luckily for you, the racing fanatics here at Nintendo Power were generous

enough to divulge their best Top Gear Rally strategies. Now you can-take to the

road with these handy driving tips and kick some serious asphalt.

SKID CONTROL
Wet pavement, icy conditions and loose gravel will throw your vehicle

into spins, and if you don't knowhow to react, you'll end up over a

guardrail or wrapped around a tree trunk. Avoid these potential disasters

by learning to turn into the slide whenever your car begins to skid out of

control. The trick is to turn your wheels in the direction of the skid and

accelerate. By turning into the skid and tapping the gas, you'll minimize

your chances of spinning out. If you react in time, your car will pull out of

the skid, and you'll remain in control and on the roadway.

bly force you to spin out. The best way to avoid trouble is to pass each

car as quickly as possible. If you're passing on a turn, cut to the inside so

the cars can't swing wide and force you off the course. Defensive;driving

will always pay off big when you'rejn a crowded field.

e to the bumper on the car in

igling in heavy traffic, especially

i walls and guardrails and possi-

SPIN
you hit the gas. Switch to the exterior driving perspective to get your

bearings, then pull back on the Control Stick to back up and hit the gas to

start racing in reverse. After you've picked up some speed, let off the

gas and spin your car around untiljyou’re facing the right direction.

in get you all turned around,

etback on the track.

ie selected, spinouts can be

i facing the wrong way until



TOP GEAR RALLY

Arcade mode is a timed racing challenge

for one or two players. You earn more

race time and get to drive farther along

the course as you reach each check-

point sign. If you're up against a good

driver, the last thing you'll need to

worry about is making it to the next

checkpoint. As you win more seasons in

Championship inode, you'll find more

courses in Arcade mode.

" Championship mode is a 21-race, road

rally series. You begin each race in 20th

place and try to work your way to the

front of the pack before you complete

three laps. The field gets faster and

the courses get tougher as you rise

through the rankings. Your progress,

including best lap and course times for

every track in the game, can be saved

on a Controller Pak.

VOLUME 102

If you’re ready to race against a friend, check out Rally's multiplayer

option. You can race helmet-to-helmet in Arcade or Practice mode.

Choose any track or car you've already found in Championship mode,

then roll up to the starting line. The game's split screen perspective

gives you a wide angle view of the road. The only drawback we
found with this exciting mode of play was that the developers didn't

let gamers race in sunny weather conditions.

Even if you're the best Top Gear Rally dri- Ew3535rr7T
ver in the world, you'll always find a chal-

lenge when you select Time Attack

mode. Time Attack lets you race against

a ghost image of your best time around a

selected track. You'll earmadditional Time

Attack courses whenever you sweep
first place in all races of any season in

Championship mode. Seejf you can get
thorn qIII

Whether you want to search for short-

cuts on a sunny day or learnhow to

master a manual transmission, Practice

mode has everything you'll need to per-

fect your driving techniques. It features

mode, and you can

•condition. If vou'rselect any weather condition. If you re

looking for a tough challenge, try racing

in a snowy desert!

IWQPJMi

m

If

Top Gear Rally's Paint Shop combines a car detail shop with

elements of Mario Paint. You'll have as much fun and spend as

much time here .customizing yOur car as you do racing on the

i tracks. The Paint Shop lets you apply text or .geometric shapes

in sixteen different colors over every pixel on your favorite vehi-

cle. A handy mirror feature lets you copy the design from one

door panel and reverse and apply it to the door panel on the

|
.-opposite-side of the car. This means you don't have Impend

L-^liiouisiwa‘^ig~'V6ar artwork to create that symmetry

room effect. Make a rjS&takeT|rmrSjar|*goig«|jMth

to the Undo command. WH'en Vpur masterpiece is

you can save it to your ContfelleT’Pfik so yOtS'll alw«j$

ready for race day, even if you're racing on your

N64. Your custom paint Scheme is transferable to every

except the bonus vehicles.

Highlight one of the ten panels on your favorite carand go to work with

a spray brush or a wide assortment of decals. Some joker did a clown

design on the hood ofthe radical set of wheels above. After you're

done, make sure you save your masterpiece on your Controller Pak.

NINTENDO

64



, // WhiEs ®T
Interactive's

*

Duke Mukssti S4^
wasn't win any awards fas'

beingi politically correct, this

adult-oriented, actiei/sci-ifi title will thrill

Mature players with its ammunition and
attitude. This nesSk Pwror dissects -

three of the game's most challenging

levels, mapping eat the nastiest

traps ever designed] Esy sslienns. The

truth isn't out there— right here

in your hands. S5S|

©•1936, 1997 3D Realms Enlerlainm

Reserved. Licensed by Nintendo.

too rVOU fFElL (luchv, fpunH?"

/JAV. Waves of ugly, grunting aliens have invaded our solar system and it's up to Duke Nukem to save the

day. Unless you've been living under a rock, you've probably heard of a similar story in an old game

plot or a really bad novel. Originality and innovation don't exist in Duke Nukem's universe. The game liber-

ally borrows script lines, settings and props from popular science fiction and action movies, poking fun at blockbusters

like Aliens, The Hunt for Red October, Total Recall, and Independence Day. It looks, feels, scores and even sounds sus-

piciously like Doom, but the hero's obnoxious attitude and low-brow humor are like nothing anyone has ever seen

before on the N64. One could^ ^^
class all by himself-if he had

Aliens have invaded earth

and Duke must save the day. You

begin the game in the smoking ruins

of the United States and set off to

demolish everything in the solar system.

NINTENDO POWER



Restrooms and drinking

fountains will restore

your health points.

Since the aliens know
this, they tend to hang

out at the watering

holes and rest stops.

Take out the foes without

hitting the fixtures.

DUKE NUKEM 64

(naf (h carbor copy
Duke Nukem 64 isn't a carbon copy of its popular comput

counterpart. Even if you've already incinerated everything

levels and secret areas toIflMlII

Nukem 64 falls short of your expectations. The graphi

computer Duke than on Nukem 64, but there's only so much you

from a television when you compare it against an expensive computer

itor. The story's gore and adult themes earned the N64 title a Mature rating,

but Duke Nukem 64's attitude and content have been toned down in contrast

to the original game.

x
DUKE MATCH

Two to four players can duke it out with high-pow-

ered weapons in a multiplayer Duke Match. While

the game's graphics aren't as crisp as the multi-

player combat modes you'll find in games like

GoldenEye or Star Fox 64, Duke's unusual weapons

are some of the best in any multiplayer arena.

There's nothing quite as fun as blasting your foes

down to the size of a

bug with the Shrinker

Gun before you crush

them beneath your

POTTY HUMOR
Besides Portable Med

Kits and other first

aid, Duke Nukem
includes unusual

methods for restoring

your health points.

Try taking a sip of

water from a drinking

fountain, or making a

rest stop at the near-

est public restroom.

NINTENDO

64



The Abvss is a

deceptive maze com-

prising hidden switches,

tricky jumps and an unhealthy helping

of hot lava. Your objective is to blast

your way into Battle Lord's secret

base buried deep beneath the San

Andreas Fault. There's only one key

card in the entire stage, so you'll need

to look closely for the switches and

secret passages that will take you to

the next level.

This cliff-top gun will fire at anything that

slithers across the desert rocks. Select the targeting

crosshairs feature on the Player Option Menu and blast
the gun before it sees you. If you adjust the grenade
launcher's trajectory and move the crosshairs above the

\ target, you'll knock the gun out with a single round.

V If you have fuel in your jet pack, you can dodge
the prickly cactus on the ledge and fly directly to the
Blue Key Card. If not, lean against the wall and try edging
your way to the card. Remember to take out the two
creeps on the cliff above your head or they'll do some

. serious subtraction on your health points.

This is the farthest point down the toxic

river you can reach unless a massive earthquake or a
passing meteor breaks loose the broken boulders over

the falls. Collect the night vision goggles in the corner,

restore your health, and work your way back up the

.. creek to Points 4 and 5 on the map.

The Blue Key Card will open the chain link fence and
get you inside the first part of the Abyss maze. Use the

night vision goggles to find the pipe bombs and read the clue "Go
With the Flow"—a hint about - — .. , —
the toxic river leading down the jf It

canyon. Head for Point 5 f a fj- JT
v before you go swimming. k £ W r

. ; [ s j'|

• AMMO ITEMS

• WEAPONS 0 SECRETS

• HEALTH • BABES

©ATOMIC HEALTH

This place

looks nothing like

the San Andreas
Fault. Use the jet

pack to get up to the

memorial plaque next

to the two cacti.

You'll trigger an

earthquake when you

stand next to the

monument.
The tremor

ij will widen

j
the rift

I
leading into

I the Abyss.



health points

getting back

' Your reiniorced boots

will keep your feet from

melting in toxic green glop,

but even steel toes will liq-

uefy in this extreme heat.

Run across the lava before

you lose your soles.

The greenish blue bolt of light blasting through

this open hole won't hurt you, hut it will shrink you down to

the size of an action figure. After you've been hit by the

light, make like a sewer rat and scurry through the small

hole leading out of the chamber. Hurry or you'll pop back to

normal proportions while you're still in the hole.



'« You've been

deep-sixed in deep

space. Warp Factor is a

tiny ship packed with alien fiends

who sneak around and wait to

ambush you in areas you thought

you'd already explored. You can't

fight the enemy with high explo-

sives when they're standing in

your face. The key to survival is

knowing when to anticipate an

attack so you can get them

before they get you. if you take

careful note of the strategy tips

on these pages, you might live to

see the horrors waiting for

you on the next planet. /

Then again, you might

prefer to curl up inside /

an empty cargo hold.
(

Nasty, explosive beasties are waiting to home in on

you as soon as you board the ship. The best way to deal with

these pests is to shoot grenades into the room as soon as the doo

opens. Launch the grenades at an angle off the walls so they

bounce into the far corners of the room. If you aim head-on at the

walls, the grenades will bounce back inside your elevator.

'' Most of the square panels in this

cargo bay are locked, but you'll find a damsel

in distress in the one

next to the armory. .

™

.iinMij-jg

Keep an eye out for -> - _
‘ S

aliens trying to sneak I p w _ .
S

up on you during your ’ |Jg

rescue attempt. Ifii

The left ele-

vator is booby

trapped. You’ll

take some damage
going down the

only way to get

the Blue Key Card.

Clear out the

remaining aliens

hiding in the rubble.

Look for the card in

a hole at the back

of the chamber.

You’ll use the Blue Key Card to gain
alien scum placed

explosive trip wires at

the bottom of the right

elevator. Toss a pipe

bomb next to the door,

close the elevator

doors, and blast the

trap into oblivion.

i launcher ready so you can

ahead of you.

To open the last door at the

back of the starboard engine, flip the

switch next to the window that looks out

across the stern ol the ship. On the floor

inside, you'll find a red pistol clip contain-

ing red dum-dum bullets. Flip the switch

near the wall to take the automated main-

tenance shuttle — 1
~~

from the star-

board engine to Hi I

the port. -

1

; ,
'1

1

i
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' |f y0U 've played your cards right, you

should have full health points and full ammunition right

now. Life doesn't get better than this when you're a

courageous space hero. With all this great stuff, you

know that there has to be a catch. When you opened that

vault and grabbed the Yellow Key Card, you triggered

some sort of silent alarm. Every corridor is crawling with

nasty aliens in all shapes and sizes. Keep your wits about

you and conserve your

ammunition until you've » (• •
,

defeated the enemies
ir
/;'

waiting for you on both
•

sides of the yellow door. ^ SS63
~

You could have gone through the doors leading into

this computer room, but by jumping through the map you've con-

fused all the aliens waiting to ambush you inside the massive

chamber. Listen closely and you'll hear them banging on the doors.

Load up on the ammo in the room and hit the switch in the corner

to deactivate the force field surrounding the ship's reactor.

If you're wearing a sturdy pair of boots, you won't have

to sweat wading through the radioactive muck to the elevator at the

center of the ship's reactor core, but if you've worn holes in your

soles, you'll have to run to avoid looking like a microwave entree.

Blast the final alien creep waiting for you at the exit, then punch the

Auto Destruct button and beam down to the Fusion Station.



s 4^ ...
' We would venture

to guess that a mean-

spirited programmer designed

Tiberius Station so gamers would never

suggest that Duke Nukem 64 is an

easy game. You'll be so badly out-

numbered in this overrun outpost

that your only chance for survival is

hiding in the cramped ventilation

ducts throughout the facility. The

only problem with this strategy is that

the aliens are drawn to heat, and the

conditions inside the warm, dark

vents are ideal for hatching eggs and

raising hungry young offspring. The

odds are unfairly stacked against you,

and these tips are your only chance

for getting out alive.

Hit the 1

switch at the far

right side of the
j

chamber, then run

across the room to

the open Supply |

—

s.

Room door before it

can close. Repeat the

same trick with the switch on the

left side of the chamber room to o

the door to the stations Armory.

waiting for you around this

corner. Even if you survive, slin

hatchlings will drop from the

dark shadows near the end of

the dreary corridor. Take a

detour by blasting a hole in the

wall and leaping up into the vei

tilation system.

The ventilation ducts are

creepy places to explore, but they can

do wonders lor your Secret Place score

at the end of the stage. Stick to your

guns and avoid high explosives in these

tight quarters. You'll need to save your

biggest fireworks for the brawny beast

near the end of the level.

• AMMO
• WEAPONS
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• BABES

©ATOMIC HEALTH

Those alien creeps will be a little less than

thrilled to find out that you've dropped into the Central

Control Room via a broken air vent, but there's not a lot th

can do about it once you have the Blue Key Card. Resort ti

using your Holoduke when things get hot and you need to

create a diversion so you can make a hasty retreat. Don't

forget to blast the slimy aliens off the ceiling in the next

room before running outside the control room.

NINTENDO POWER



You'll find a hidden door

next to the cargo door that you

could open from the Central

Control Room. Eliminate the

alien inside the secret room,

then pick up the spare ammuni-
tion, night goggles and the bot-

tle of Vitamin X. If you're low on

health points, this is a good

time to revive before running

through the large door leading

to Point 6 on the map.

If you still have a jet pack, you can blast

open this vent and crawl straight to the room lead-

ing to the exit. While this shortcut might seem
appealing, there's a massive beast waiting to have

you for lunch just before the end of the stage. Wait

up in the vent until i

Turning the corner in the hall-

way leading to Point 7 is extremely

difficult, especially if you're low on

health points. If you're looking for a

rest break, make a left into the

restroom at the beginning of the hall-

way. There's an alien taking a break

in the only stall inside the room, but

if your aim is true, you won’t damage
the porcelain fixtures. When you're

feeling better, lob a couple of grenades

around the corner and finish off the

remaining foes at the end of the hall-

way. Your Blue Key Card will get you

through the locked door.

You can reach the

room next to the Control

Room if you use your jet

pack to fly inside the venti-

lation duct in the lower right

corner near Point 10. Crawl

through the corridor until

you see a pink glow reflect-

ing through the vent. Make
sure that you grab the mis-

sile launcher.

You can use the Red Key Card on the door and

duke it out with the ugly beast guarding the exit, but there's

an easier way to torment this feisty fiend and win the battle

without getting hit. Stand outside the door and use pipe bombs
to draw the monster up to the door, then fly up to the vent you

found at Point 6. The monster will wait for you at the other end

of the vent, but he's too large to come in after you. Remain in

your hole while you blast him with your guns. It’s almost too

easy!'•r
lf you defeated the monster by shooting him through

the ventilation shaft at Point 11, you'll have all the time in the world

to explore this final chamber—just make sure that you destroy the

alien eggs hatching near the door. You can't open the double doors at

the end of the room because they're locked from the other side. If

you're looking for the exit, you'll need to blast the orange radioactive

canisters and climb through the ventilation shaft on the other side of

the fire. When you reach a dead end, jump for the ledge above your

head and continue through the passage. You'll come out on the other

side of the locked double doors. Blast the alien enemy waiting to

ambush you and punch the Auto Destruct button. You're done here,

hut the game is far from over. Look for more Duke Nukem strategies

in an upcoming issue of Nintendo Power.

NINTENDO
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Dual Heroes introduces a neiu breed

of lighters with characters

designed by the artist behind

the Pooler Rangers and AI
that's smarter than the

average fare.

© 1997 Hudson Soft.

A Double-edged Duel
There are two sides to every story. In the case of Hudson

Soft's Dual Heroes (due out in spring, 1998), one side is that

it's your basic tournament fighting game, with eight fighters

from colorful backgrounds ultimately facing off against four

ruthless boss characters. The other side of

. Dual Heroes is that, besides challenging the

CPU fighters, you can challenge virtual

gamers who exist in the game's virtual

arcade. The nine gamers are old pros at

playing Dual Heroes, and, with their personal

sets of AI and fighting styles, they'll control their favorite

Dual Heroes to beat you in a two-player matchup. So even

though you may think that you can figure out a fighting game's

CPU fighters, you'll still have the flip side of Dual Heroes

to reckon with when you take on its extra set of clever AI

l virtual gamers.

© NINTENDO POWER
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Choose The Arena

in Dual Heroes has W/t? :1
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The

arena is of the floating variety, where one misstep off the unenclosed

platform could send a hero plummeting to doom.

DUAL HEROES

arenas are perfect for pinning opponents in

corners, while floating arenas are better

suited for thosewho can hold their ground.
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Like the Dual Heroes, the virtual

gamerswho can manipulate the

fighters have their own identities. You

can challenge gamers as diverse as a

9-year-old set of twins, a 27-year-old

. cyberpunk, or a mysterious robot,

k The Al gamers will control their

B favorite Dual Heroes (highlighted

below in yellow) differently,

making the game as unpredictable

I as playing against a real person.

AGE: 19 BLOOPTYI'I :B I.VSm

RElKO

ZARA

The Players behind the Fighters
If you don't have someone to fight against in a two-player bout, try

challenging the nine distinct virtual gamers. Hudson Soft has

programmed the Al gamers to have their favorite fighters and fighting

styles, so while the CPU version of Kumo may prefer to use special

t moves, the virtual gamer may control Kumo to use cheap shots.

The Virtual Gamers
KINOSHITA JOHN

W TAKEHiARU

ZEN°GAI

BILL

GUN

yAmAzAKi

JtSTm
0 itmtrnomis



DUAL HEROES

'iivniv

Hoe is a master of kung-

fuwho also specializes in
.

wrestling moves

and holds, such

as the flying •

elbow slam.

What Gun lacks in finesse,

he makes up for in brute

force. The soldier's hits

pack a little more power

than his enemies' do.

The Fighters

Kumoisadancer,so,natu-
j

Gai was bom to fly. The

space pilot can spin in the

air like a whirligig and

whip enemies with the

wing-like blades on his

rally, most of her moves

involve fancy footwork,

such as leglocks. Even her

basic kick poses a major

threat.

The bionic beast (who

apparently fights right

after performing on

Broadway in Cats) uses

feline agility to claw past

opponents.

Trained as a ninja, the

cyborg has quick upper

and lower body attacks,

making him one of the

game’s more balanced

fighters.

A botanist in Australia by

day, superfast Hana is

quick with the kicks and

can swiftly blacken an

eye with her green

thumb.

Zen has perfected the art

of fighting dirty. The

commander gets away
with cheap moves, such

as kicking opponents

when they're down.

NINTENDO

64
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WHY IS EVERYONE RACING TO TACO DELL"?

Because Nintendo isaETaco Bell in a maq

you haven't seen before. If you're a

Nintendo fan. you won't want to miss it!

And while you're there, pick up one of five

cool toys inspired hy the Nintendo game

experience. So get to Taco Bell today!

Donkey Kong®

Tree Maze

Mario Kart 64™

Joystick

C® NINTENDO* BT THCOBELL'
For kids ages 3 and up. Toys subject to availability while supplies last at participate

BELL*
last at participating

NINTENDO 64

Purchase required.

BELL
VOLUME 102



©1997 HAL Laboratory.

Kirby has all the muscle tone of a marshmallow, but he's one

puzzling mini-games

id in with the side-

I

action stages.

You'll explore five

different lands

across the sur-

face of PopStar,

each with six

action stages and

r

VCFR&Y'S pkeanA LAt
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THE VoVN^ER. <LR.oyVc? THAT
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EVEN FF FTS HER.© t?©ES.
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eR.©ss ^eTVVeen a FU/FFY.
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giMAiMiMMi^~W games. In K|P« for the Super NES, Kirby must slurp his way
and many new allies, including oeve

through 30-stages of candy- colored action to drive back the cloud of Gooey, who is especially helpful in are it

Dark Matter that's turning the' inhabitants of PopStar toward the two-player mode.

evil. As Salkl, Kirby's standard method of attack is to

inhale his Opponents. If he doesn't swallow them, he

1 spit them back out as glowing stars to defeat

other enemies.

Less experienced

players will find

this game challenging,

but not frustratingly so,

while the two-player

mode will offer lots of

cooperative fun.

0 mum



y superhero is Gooey, a gumdrop-shaped goody who has the

powers as Kirby. Kirby will lose some energy when you call Gooey, but he

n regain the power by inhaling his gummy pal. In

will tag along

cally and battle any

enemies that

Both Kirby and Gooey can absorb special powers from

certain enemies. Try swallowing opponents, rather than

spitting them out. If you swallow an enemy with a special

power, you'll copy that power and be able to use it as your own.

come in range.

In the two-

player mode,

the second

player will

control Gooey.

F7H.E
•> — Swallowing enemies“* ~ jre power

111 give yotf*the ability

urn into a roaring fire-

JPress Y to blagt ahead
through gny enemiesjgr obsta-

cles. You can't change dirge

b

onfwhi Ie you're

blasting, but your flame willprotect you

from most threats.

STONE
1 The Stone power isn’t spec-

tacular, but it can be useful.

With it, you’ll have the ability

to turn into an indestructible

rock. You can't move or attack while in

stone form, so you may have to wait until

the danger passes before reverting to your

squishyself.

PAKASoU
Only Kirby could turn a Parasol into a

lethal weapon! In his pudgy little hands,

this humble bumbershpot is as

powerful as any sword. You

® can also hold it over your— head or out in front of you as a

shield. Like Kirby, it's a heck of

a lot tougher than it looks.

Viththe Broom in hand,

you'll be able to sweep
all manner of enemies

and obstacles out of

your path. You don’t

actually have to touch

enemies with the Broom itself.The clouds

of dust that it kicks up are powerful enough

to blow any Dark Matter denizens away.

ft?
The Ice power will allow you to turn

your enemie&into:gpon-cicles with a

single puff of /our chilly breath. You

can thenjush 5=
the blocks (. •

Slid USB\ v yi j
them as ^
batteringramg^^^

This povyervyill do more

?oyVsk. procs
The most effective powers are

marked with a circle. Those marked
with a triangle are less powerful

and can take a bit of practice ,

to use well. The lowest rating,"#

an X, goes to the Stone
power.

mutism Qi
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Some of Kirby's friends have escaped the Dark Matter, and teaming

v.
uP with, one ofthem will also give you new abilities. If you team

up and then absorb a special power, you'll end up with yet

another, different ability. Here are just a few of the many combinations. i

£.tU/<£UVKine normally makes his home in

the deep blue depths of PopStar's

serene oceans, so, as you proba-

bly expect, he's not particularly

comfortable on land. In the

water, though, Kine is your only

choice for traveling companion

and comrade-in-arms.

We don't know if ChuChu is related

to Kirby or Gooey, but she has one

power they don't: the ability to stick

to ceilings. Her protoplasmic arms

reach as far as Gooey's tongue, but

without a copied power, she won't

contribute much to a battle.

ChuChu will rr
transform the I

Spark into a slim I - • '7 "-~j

bolt of energy I u
that will bounce I VV, = _

off some I: -7*-
obstacles. I

If you swallow

the Rre, you'll

be able to

blow flame

rings above

and below
the waves.

If you team up with your feathered

friend, Coo, you'll fly much farther

and faster than usual. Strong winds

and bad weather are nothing to hjm,

and you'll be able to maneuver over

and around many obstacles that

would normally give you pause.

With the

Stone power,

ChuChu will

swing you

around in a cir-

cle and knock

any incoming

opponents for

a loop.

The Spark power
will give you the

ability to light up

even the murki-

est depths.

Combine Coo and

the Spark to fire

a devastating

lightning bolt

from the air.

Coo will turn I

the Cutter into *

ahuge.feath- 1
ered projectile, g
Use the Control

Pad to shoot

Transform the

smooth-skinned

Kine into a spiny

puffer with the

Needle power.

0 mnmopomt
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KIRBY'S DREAM LAND 3

Teaming up with
Pitch will greatly

increase the

range and power
of your Ice

breath attack.

This is proba-

bly the best

Stone combo.
Kirby will roll

Rick along the

ground.

Rick also has the

best Fire combo.

He'll become a

walking

flamethrower!

"turfboard."

Press Y to bull-

doze ground-

With the

Spark, you can

launch an elec-

trified Pitch

remote con-

trol to direct

his flight.

% Kroc

NA^-o 4

Pitch can't fly as far or as long as Coo

without taking a short rest, but he

could probably break a few land

speed records. Combining Pitch with

the various powers will produce

some of the best attacks in the game.

Last, but not least, is the sure-footed

Rick. He's a good leaper like Nago, but

his best trick is walking on icy paths

without slipping. His one, glaring

weakness is that he can't inhale well,

leaving you vulnerable if you don't

have a special power already.

The clever cat known as Nago is

one of Kirby's new friends. His legs

don't look like much at first, but

they can launch you

some triple jump. Nago's one disad-

vantage is his larger size, which

makes him (and you) more of a tar-

get for enemy assaults!

)

_ £2**

i lie i ne (Juvvei

will turn Pitch

into a sizzling

boomerang. He'll

fly out and back
automatically.

If you're teamed up at the end of a

stage, your teammate will follow you

to the next. You can re-enter com-
pleted stages to find or switch

friends. When you're done, press

Start and then Select to exit.

>i
In Nago's paws,
the Needle will

become a rapid-

fire gun that

shoots at vari-

ous angles.^ I
••• •-

With Nago to

back you, your

Fire breath

will become a
Only Kirby or Gooey can team up at one

time. If you're teamed up at the end of a .

stage, your teammate will follow you to :

the next. You can re-enter completed

stages to find or switch friends.

SUPER

NES



Even if yOU get through every s,age and defeat™e Dark Matter menace,' your quest

Si jj* won't be finished. To complete 100% of the game, you must also fulfill a secret miS-

S^Pfon in each stage. We've outlined some of the'more mysterious missions below, and

you'll find some helpful hints for defeating the bosses of levels one through four, as well.

The tranquil Grass Land is your training

ground. You'll find most of your friends and a

good sampling of power-ups within the first

few stages alone, so you'll be able to experi-

ment with most of the available team-ups and

combination powers.

To earn full credit for

Stage 1-1, avoid stepping

on the flowers.

whisPy’s m ' nff has

-• fj been clouded by

Dark Matter, and it's

Lt**‘J*****^**>‘*^** •**•^1 turned him into one

lhappy camper. Inhale the fruits and veggies that he

sses and spit stars in his face three times. He'll

large at you then, and you'll have to peg him three

Bring Coo along

with you and see

where his superi-

or flying ability

Team up with

ChuChu and use

her basic attack

at this point.

Team up with Kine

and take him with you

through Stage 1-5.

He may come in

handy very soon.

Defeat the mini-boss in

this stage and rescue a

kidnaped monkey from
his evil clutches.

Team up with
Rick, Kine or

Coo and use

the Parasol

power at this

point in the

stage.
Things get confusing in Ripple Field, especial-

ly in the Stage 2-6 maze. Take the top path,

switch to the bottom path, then switch to the

path that's second from the top. You'd do i—

well to team up with a friend who can fly

Combine Pitch and the

Broom. Use the water
attack on this plant.

Aero's attack will dislodge rocks

from the wall. Inhale them and

spit them back. After you hit Aero

four times, the battle will head

underwater. Blow bubbles to

knock objects right back at him.

Defeat the mini-

boss and rescue a

wayward frog for

full credit.

Take a good look at

the character that

represents Stage 2-

6 on the map
screen. Use these

blocks to make a

picture of his face.

NINTENDO POWER
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If you finish this

in tow, you’ll do

just fine.
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Your mission

here is to stomp
the flowers, but

leave the mush-
rooms intact

You'll be introduced to many new ene-

mies among the dunes and crags of Sand

Canyon, some of whom have powerful

long-range attacks. You won't have many

opportunities to absorb special powers in

some stages, and you should be careful of

the indestructible cannons.

The only secret here is

finish the level with

ChuChu as your team-
mate. Just be careful

along the way!
Be a good blob and clean

the dirty floor with the

Broom. Thanks, Kirby!

I?0N
Avoid the running rodents as best you can. Inhale the

little badgers and foxes and spit them back at Don and

Con several times. Once one of them is gone, the

other will run faster. You can drop through a platform

by pressing Down on the Control Pad.

Ado's paintings will come to life and attack you.

Once again, look for things you can inhale and use

as ammo. Crouch down to avoid the aerial attacks

from the Sun and the Moon.
Strong winds and storm clouds are just two of

the dangers you'll encounter in Cloudy Park.

Here's a chance for Coo or Pitch to really

shine. A lot of the stages are set among the

clouds themselves, and enemies will attack

from behind the wisps and puffs.

Dust all the flowers in the

stage using either Rick or

Coo and the Broom.

Team up with

Coo to find and

defeat this mini-

boss to rescue

an orange—an
orange?!

After some of the

other secret mis-

sions, finishing this

stage with Rick will
Make sure you grab the

Needle power somewhere in

this stage. Pop the balloon

to save the chick.

1

~
[

1

iM: VC -

' C H VNfTW ^eesv
In our book, traveling with Gooey is the only way to go. If he starts taking damage, simply 1

swallow him and then press A to call him again. He'll pop out, good as new! In the one- 1

player mode. Gooey will use his basic tongue attack only, but in two-player

mode, he can copy powers as easily as Kirby does. The one drawback to the two-

rUBH-iPd* will, however, still have twice the firepower you normally would!

SUPER

NES



STAR MRS: i!ffiS?
SDFTHE

DD I GET THE ROOFTOP CHRLLEHGE PDIHTS in mo S EISLEV?

T
he third and fourth Challenge Points in

Mos Eisley are the toughest to get in

Mission Six. Make sure you wipe out

the Swoop gang before you start hunting for

Challenge Points. Jump diagonally to the

right across the second ramp in the stage to

the roof with the third Challenge Point. Stop

your bike on the roof and line yourself up

with the fourth Challenge Point on the

awning across the street. If you accelerate

fast enough, you'll nab the bonus.

Jump diagonally across the second ramp in the

stage to pick up the third Challenge Point, then

jam on the brakes and stop on the roof.

Line yourself up with the fourth Challenge Point

on the awning across the street. If you acceler-

ate fast enough, you'll reach the awning.

I DEFEAT IG-

I

G-88 is a jet-pack-toting silver robot

waiting to nab you at the end of the

Ord Mantell Junkyard in Mission 4.

Luckily, there is a secret place where you

can ambush this high-flying bounty

hunter. As soon as you enter the area.

Jump off the train and start running for this

junk-filled alcove at the top of the left ramp.

@ NINTENDO POWER

jump down from the train and walk to

the wall, where you'll see two openings.

Take the left entrance and run up the

ramp to two alcoves, one filled with junk

and the other empty. Enter the junk-filled

alcove and stand between the two red

Stand between the scrap metal with your

back to the wall and wait for IG-88 to drop in.

pieces of scrap metal. Keep your back to

the wall and wait for IG-88 to appear,

then shoot between the two pieces of

metal. If IG-88 tries to hit you from a dif-

ferent angle, back up or step to the left or

right to avoid his fire.

Slide to the left or right or back up if IG-88

tries to shoot at you from a different angle.



Doom 64

UfHICH UJMPOnS llfILL DESTROY THE RIOTHER DEHIOR?

T
he Laser, the BFG 9000 and the

Rocket Launcher are the best

weapons to use on the Mother

Demon. The key to victory is starting the

fight with the Laser. If you found all three

Artifacts, you can charge the Laser to full

power. The Artifacts are located in Level 29:

Outpost Omega, Level 30: The Lair, and

Level 31 : In the Void. The Artifacts can also

be used as keys to seal off the monster por-

tals in the Mother Demon's lair.

The Laser, the BFG 9000 and the Rocket Launcher To max out your Laser power, you'll need to use

work best against the Mother Demon. the three Artifacts found in Stages 29, 30 and 31.

T
he secret exit leading to Level 31 is in

Level 18. You can finally find and

activate the secret exit when you have

the Yellow Key. As you enter the Yellow

Door, turn left and climb the stairs. Listen

closely until you hear a door open. Run

back through the Yellow Door and follow

the left wall around the corner. If you enter

the small room fast enough, you'll reach

the secret exit before it closes. If you don't

reach it in time, retrace your steps to the

Yellow Door and try again.

As you enter the Yellow Door, climb the stairs

and listen for the sound of a door opening.

Run back down the stairs and follow the left

wall to a small room—you'll see the secret exit.

The secret exit is open for only a few seconds,

so if you don't make it, go back and try again.

a c I UIRRP FROItl THE FIRST STAGE TD THE LEST?

T
o warp, you must destroy all ten bar-

rels in the first level except for the one

just to the right of where you start the

game. After destroying the barrels, take the

teleporter in Secret Area 2. To find Secret

Area 2, enter the Blue Door and follow the

right wall up the steps, then turn around

and jump into the door that appears inside

a pillar. Press the switch inside the alcove,

then exit and walk into Secret Area 2. Take

the teleporter and destroy the barrel on the

right. As the barrel explodes, jump through

the door behind you and take the secret

exit in the left wall.

Destroy all of the barrels in the first stage except Go through the Blue Door, then work yourway

the first one you see at the beginning of the game. into Secret Area 2 and enter the teleporter.

Destroy the barrel and run through the door

behind you. The secret exit is in the left wall.
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HDUI BO I DEFEAT HEMH OnfiTDPP?

T
here's a trick to defeating Xenia on the

bridge in Mission 7-1, and if you do it

right, you'll survive the battle without

a scratch. It's important to remember that

neither Onatopp nor any other guard in the

game will fire diagonally across a bridge or

catwalk railing. Wait until Xenia appears,

then step to the left or right of the bridge and

unload your AR33 as she runs toward you.

If your aim is true, Xenia won't make it

halfway across the bridge.

[Tl[
!

HDIU DO I BUY mDHE TlttlE III ALECS TRHII1 TRAP?
]j 0

T
his trick will buy you valuable time

while you're making your escape

from Alec's Train trap. When you

reach the end of the train, target General

Ourumov and dispatch him before he can

take out Natalya. As you shoot, you'll see

a blast door dropping behind the slump-

ing General. If you look closely you'll see

the shadows of Xenia and Alec. You'll

have to shoot fast, but if you hit Xenia,

Alec will have to help her before priming

the explosives on the train.

Take out the General before he can shoot , then

target the shadows behind the blast door.

The trick to buying time is to hit Xenia before

the blast doors seal you inside the car.

If you hit Xenia, you'll see her message to

Alec, asking him to wait for her.

HDUI DO I RECDUER THE GDLDEI1 GO?

T
o reach the Golden Gun, you'll

need to step on the correct floor

tiles leading up to the gun

podium. This hidden path is outlined by

Even if you destroy the drone guns, it's impossi-

ble to break the glass around the Golden Gun.

arrows on the map to the right. While it's

possible to destroy the four drone guns in

each comer of the room, there's no way

to break the bullet-proof glass surround-

Keep the tiles on the floor in view at all times.

One misstep will trigger the drone gun trap.

ing the gun. If

you make a

mistake and

accidentally set

off the trap, you

can still escape

if you reach

the door in the

left wall before

the drone guns

activate. The

trap will reset

after you leave

the room.

@ mnnmoma
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HOIK DD I GET PAST THE ELEUEHTH STAGE III HJORLD 3?

hile (his stage looks complicated,

it's actually fairly easy to complete.

More than a few players might

think that they have to push the ball past

the spikes and all the way around the lake

or create underground passages that utilize

every hole in the stage, but there's an easy

and elegant way to solve this puzzle.

From the beginning of the stage,

burrow underground. It doesn't

matter where you start to dig

because you won't be pushing

the black ball near the starting

point. Make your way up to the

hole in the upper right corner.

Wait for the two roving enemies

to march past your hole, then

jump out and push the right

weight up one space and grab the heart-

jump back in the upper right hole and bur-

row over to the hole in the upper left cor-

ner. Here's the trick: push the Black Ball

down one space, then throw it backwards

over your head. Push the left weight left

one space, then shove the Black Ball right.

The ball will roll across the top of the

screen and hit the weight you moved near

the upper right corner. Burrow back to the

hole in the upper right corner, wait for the

enemies to pass, and jump out and push

the Black Ball up into the Exit Block.

Before you leave, don't forget to burrow

down to the lower left comer and grab the

tasty cabbage!

In the USA Call:

1
- 900

- 288-0707
($1.50 per minute. Callers under 18

|) S II HIST I HTTS
Or write to: Counselors' Corner

In Canada Call:

1

- 900 - 451-4400
($2.00 per minute. Callers under 18 T

murkest moon BLAST CORPS HEKEA

Q: How many Power Berries are in the game?

fl: Ten.

0: What do 1 do to the Chicken Statue?

11 : Try hitting i l wi th a hammer when you

have a chicken.

0 : When do 1 plant the magic bean?

II: On the first day of spring.

Q: Why can't 1 select all of the vehicles on

the secondary courses?

fl : You need to find all of the vehicles on the pri-

mary courses first.

0: 1 found more goals in a stage, but why
doesn’t it show this in my stats?

fl : Always remember to exit the stage

through the truck to save your score.

0: Which character is the easiest for begin- 1
ning players?

fl : The easiest character to use is the Mage, t
followed by the Cleric. They have projectile®
attacks that let you fight from a distance.

0: The graphics look blocky! What did Ido? 1

fl: You zoomed in on an object. Reset your
J

view by selecting "Smooth" on the IS
Configure Screen.
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Player’s Poll—Volume 102
Here’s something to give thanks to: by filling

out this card and voting for the Power Charts,

you’ll be entered in this month’s Player’s Poll

Contest drawing!

Check out the list on page 106, then write down the numbers for your

five favorite games in order of preference, with your top choice first.

A. Super NES 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

B. Game Boy 1. 2 3. 4. 5.

C. Nintendo 64 1. 2. 3 4. 5.

D. Which five products are you most interested in playing?

F. Sex
1 . Male 2. Female

G. When did this issue arrive in the mail?

1. Before Oct. 20 2. Oct. 20-22 3. Oct. 23-25 4. Oct. 27-29

5. Oct. 30-Nov. 1 6. Nov. 3-5 7. Nov. 6-8 8. After Nov. 8

9. 1 bought it at the newsstand or store

H. Would you buy more than one game of the same sport?

1 . Yes 2. Maybe 3. No, one is enough

I. Would you buy more than one racing game?

1 . Yes 2. Maybe 3. No, one is enough

State/Prov.

Age

MBR#L
(L<x

(

lUilllij.
_J

Telephone No.

J When you play racing or sports games, how many players usually participate?

' I.One 2. Two 3. Three 4. Four 5. 1 don't play racing or sports games

K. Which feature is most important to you when you’re buying a second game

1* Actual teams 2. Rumble Pak compatibility 3. Controller Pak compatibility

4. More codes 5. Better graphics 6. Better moves and options

7. Customizable players and teams 8. Updated rosters and stats

L Which feature is most important to you when you’re buying a second racing game?

1 . Actual drivers 2. Rumble Pak compatibility 3. Controller Pak compatibility

4. More cars 5. More tracks 6. More shortcuts

7. More codes

M. What sports would you most like to see made into video games?
. ,

1. Big league sports (football, baseball) 2. Winter sports (skiing, snowboarding)

3. Extreme sports (stunt racing, skateboarding) 4. Fighting sports (boxing, wrestling)

5. Team sports (rugby, lacrosse) 6. Other (golf, fishing)

Trivia Question: San Francisco Rush: Extreme Racing takes place in which state?

Answer: - ——
Mail in your card now, and keep your fingers crossed! -

BACK ISSUE/PLAYER’S GUIDE ORDER FORM

Catch up on the classicsl Order from among the Nintendo Power

issues listed on the back of this form. The prices shown include

the cost of shipping and handling.

City

(Payable to Nintendo)

Cardholder's Signature

After eating turkey sandwiches for a week, how can leftovers

possibly be good? Nintendo Power Back Issues may be classic,

but they’re still ripe with gaming tips and codes. And after pig-

ging out on all those strategies, work out with our Player’s

Guides, which will walk you through entire games, revealing

every trick in the book. For dessert, try our Graphic Novels

(plenty more fun than cranberries in the shape of a tin can). To

let the feast begin, and to get the goods shipped straight to

your house, fill out this card. You’ll be thankful you did.

Nintendo Power Magazine

P.O. Box 97032

Redmond, WA 98073-9732
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Before we begin, we'll offer up

just a few words of general

Of course, you should

save your game often.

Wrinkly Kong is

spending her gold-

en years operating

her very successful

Wrinkly Refuge

franchises. You'll

find a branch of her

refuge in every level, and

everybody's favorite senior

will save your game
free of charge.

© NINTENDO POWER

One-Stop Sho
You'll also find a Sheepy Shop in every level, run by one of the

Brothers Bear. The brothers will sell you advice for two Bear Coins
and let you play a "concentration"-style card game for eight coins

(replays are five coins). The first time you win at a particular shop,

you'll receive a DK Coin, a Clock and other prizes. You can replay

the game to win Bear Coins, bananas and balloons.

1
Legend

£pl Bonus Coin 1-Up

|j^
Bear Coin ® (0]®“jg Letters

& DK Coin
*

Bonus Barrel



You can't harm Lurchins

as Kiddy or Dixie. You'll

have to find an Enguarde

Barrel to change into

your fishy friend.

' Just past the Star Barrel, you'll see a 1 -Up balloon. Jump

straight down at it. There's a hidden Bonus Barrel below,

) you won't have to worry about getting your hairy feet wet.

If you look carefully, you'll find a Bonus Barrel

just past the halfway point in this stage. Collect

the Star Barrel to save your progress and then

the Bonus Area. Look to the right to find a handy 1 -Up bal-enter

loon. Even after you retrieve

the Bonus Coin, you'll be

able to reenter this Bonus

Area as often as you like to

rack up as many extra lives

as you may need.

The Booty Birds are notorious for

hoarding treasures of all kinds. Hit

them with barrels or bounce off

them to reveal banana bunches,

letters and other special items.

!£££ This prickly princess

will call her

Lurchin warriors

^^^fe^to do bailie. The

first Lurchin will come

straight at you, the second

will swim out at an angle and

a the third will home in

on you. When their

SMB shells are open, use

^EE/‘S
~ your bill to knock

them back at her

\ sour^ipss.

® ,You may not be

lable to fully explore

this stage until you find the

Squitter Barrel, which is past the

halfway point. From the Squitter

Barrel, look up and to the right

for a banana and a Booty Bird

that's hiding the letter N.

You'll have to take the low

road several times. Once

you become Squitter, back-

track and explore the tops

of the hills you couldn't

climb before.

Cape Codswallop is hip deep in Kremlings, and you'll be spend-

ing as much time fighting the scaly villains underwater as on

land. When doing battle in the deep blue, keep in mind that the

Lurchins are vulnerable only when their spiny shells are open.

B Total Rekoil

mirncm Q

GAME

BOY



The landscape in Primate Plains isn't bleak, but your chances of

survival will be if you're not careful. Be especially wary as your

runaway sled speeds through Black Ice Blitz. The path is dotted

with bottomless crevasses and icy enemies, and this stage has

been known to claim more than its share of hairy heroes^^^^

A Mmkey Mischief
You won't be able to explore this

stage fully until you find the Squawks

Barrel. Make the switch to your

avian ally and let your wings do the

walking, just before you reach

end of the stage, jump at the

banana above you. The invisible

Blast Barrel will shoot you up and to

the left. Defeat Koin for the DK Coin.

By the time you reach the halfway point, you'll be barreling along at a steady

clip. As you pass the Star Barrel, be ready to bounce off two Kremlings and

onto the roof of a house for a 1-Up balloon. If you miss the first bounce,

chances are you'll blow the whole maneuver.

C Miller Instinct

In one of the Bonus Areas,

you'll appear below a

Blast Barrel. Jump into it and

blast yourself from one barrel to

the next until you find the

Bonus Coin. Use the photo to

the left as a guide.

You'll be able to aim these barrels in

any direction before you fire. Some
players panic because of the time limit,

but you can just play it cool.

Bleak
iis snowman is truly

abominable! The roof of

the house is not totally

safe from Bleak's

snowballs, but

that's where a

barrel will

appear in

between his

attacks. Lob one at him

and then try to dodge his

next, more aggressive, assault.



DONKEY KONG LAND III

In this stage, you'll use rocket-powered

barrels to fly from one platform to the next.

From the starting point, follow the main

path and use the first two Rocket Barrels.

As Dixie, jump over the third barrel and

spin to the platform on the right. Follow

the banana trail down and to the right for

a balloon. Watch out for the Kobble

patrolling the platform.

Sometimes a barrel will shoot

you right into the path of an

oncoming Kremling. Always be

ready to hop and bop.

Most players will

blow right past this

without aravine

second thought. If |_H

you stand next to
", ' * '

the Blast Barrel, though, you'll see just the top of

Koin's helmet below. Use the Blast Barrel to get to

the top of the next hill. Grab the Steel Barrel and

backtrack to the ravine, jump in and defeat Koin

to collect a shiny souvenir.

The banana markers and arrows

won’t steer you wrong, but don’t

be afraid to explore on your own.

Climb every hill and monkey paddle

through every tunnel.

Arich
Arich will shoot first-and not ask any

questions at all! Dodge his web shots

and then jump on his back. Kiddy has

more heft, but Dixie's helicopter spin

i can put her right on target.

Watch Arich carefully to

see the pattern

jumping attack.

The path through this murky

wood turns downward as

often as it swings upward,

so look carefully for

patrolling Buzzes before

you leap. After you collect

the letter K, exit the tree and

use Nid (the jumping spider)

to catapult up to an extra life

balloon. From there, you

can take either of the two

paths heading downward.

Search every branch and bough

in the stage. If you find a No
Squawks sign, turn around and

explore until you're confident

you’ve found every item and
g

balloon.

mmim^

As you turn the corner toward Blackforest Plateau, your thoughts H
will naturally turn toward doom and gloom. With a little luck and

Jg
pluck, though, you should be able to get the better of K. Rool's gfj

cronies in this neck of the woods. Don't just follow the obvious M
paths-take the time to explore the edges of the stages^^^^^^^

^ tM'Jl*

* *

t o *
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This steamy jungle is chock full of Knockas.

These clever Kremlings disguise themselves as

TNT Barrels and then fling themselves at

unsuspecting Kongs. Stun the first Knocka you

see with a bop on the —
. „

.

head. Run past him to

the edge of the cliff and

use Dixie's helicopter

spin to reach the hidden

Bonus Barrel down and iT:'

to the right.

Jump on Knockas
to stun them. You

can then pick them
up and use them as
weapons.

From the Squitter

T* Barrel, walk to the left.

! Stand on the edge of the

|

platform and take one step

off. You'll land on a safe spot

J below. Jump up and to the

left to grab the balloon. Turn

in mid-jump to land back on

the safe spot.

Dixie's helicopter spin makes her the chimp of choice in this
stage. You can sometimes find a small spot to stand on between
the cauldrons of molten metal, but Karbines are often stationed
directly above these spots, so don't linger too long.

When Kaos J
comes calling, a

good eye and a well-
j| 1

timed jump are all

that will keep you from becoming

a crispy critter. Dodge his light- *

ning bolt attacks and wait for his %
mechanical arms to

pop out.Jump up on

one of them and

bounce off the top of

his metallic noggin.

You'll see this Knik-Knak late in the stage, but f

you won't see the hidden letter G floating

above him. Use the Knik-Knak as a catapult to propel

yourself upward. When you drop back down, beware

the Klasp coming from the left.

Dixie comes through again

with her superior spin.

Use it to explore the tun-
nels thoroughly.

@ mmormm

You'll spend lots of time hanging from ropes and cables in Great

Ape Lakes, waiting for danger of one sort or another to pass. If

you charge ahead, chances are you'll run right into a Buzz or a

shot from a Karbine's cannon. Some Karbines will be stationed

above you and out of sight, so listen for the sound of cannon fire.



DONKEY KONG LAND III

mM

When you get Squittor, don't

backtrack. Follow the tunnel until

you reach this intersection. Use

your platform webs to go up

and to the left. _
Watch out for

Buzzes!
f \ |

your animal pals when you ?'
For the most part, you should

have the chance. In Tin Can Valley, though, you may be better

off tackling some stages as your old, simian self. Ellie the

Elephant, for example, can be awkward to use in battle, so if

you have a choice, you may want to pass her by.

A Clifftop Critters

Stalagmite Frights

At the beginning of the stage, jump across the gap instead

of dropping down the shaft. You'll find a Bear Coin and a

balloon. If you drop

down and follow the

tunnel, you won't be

able to get to these

items from the other

side of the rock.

miirnm 0

This is one of the easiest UK Coins to find, yet it’s also

one of the most overlooked. All you need to do is jump

over the flagpole at the end of the stage and run to the

right. All we can say is, "Doh!"

The baron may be mad, but he's no

fool. He'll fire three blasts from his

death ray and then follow up with

a bouncing attack. When ;

barrel appears, smack hin

with it. He'll change the

pattern of his ray

blasts with each

round, firing at dif- ’

ferent heights and speeds.

Once you make it through the

first five levels and defeat the

barbarous baron, you'll then

be able to enter the Lost

World. To face the ultimate vil-

lain, however, you'll have to

collect all of the DK Coins and

win all of the Clocks from the

Brothers Bear. Next month,

we'll serve up some scrump-

tious strategies for completing

the Lost World and taking on

the creepiest Kremling of all.

GAM

BOY



SUNSET BAY

What's your best score in Area 6? You'll need 300 hits to

earn a medal, but this is fairly easy if you save your bombs
for the stage minefields and the stage's final enemies. So
the question remains: how high can you go? Is 350 beyond
your reach? Don't forget about upgrading your laser! Take

a few practice runs to warm up your trigger finger, then give Area 6 your best shot. The 25 a

with the highest hit total will win four Super Power Stamps.

CHALLENGE #2

Wave racing veterans Tommy Yoder and Jordan DiCarlo

edged out a tight field on Wave Race 64's Drake Lake this

month. Perhaps this is your turn to leave everyone in your

wake. This is your last chance! The Wave Race 64 challenge®;

circuit rides off into the sunset this month, taking three final

laps through the tangerine waters of Sunset Bay. Configure your time trial settings for three laps and
"'ike sure the bay is calm. The top 25 racers will win four Super Power Stamps.

CHALLENGE #3 COnGRBTUI. OTFODS

An entire field of racing fans has mailed^regupsts for a

coast-to-coast challenge for Cruis'n USA. We feel your

need for speed, and that's why we want your fastest time

for cruising the country. Pick your favorite tar and
remember to use the Nitrous Boost code featured in

Volume 99's Classified Information. The fastest 25 road warriors will drive away with four S
Power Stamps, good for cash off cool stuff in the Power Supplies Catalog.

The mail room is still being flooded with Twisted

Challenges. If you think you have one good

enough for the pages of Power, mail it in—you

might score four Super Power Stamps. These

entries are some of the best in the latest batch:

Can you beat James McCloud out of Venom's

exploding tunnels near the end of Star Fox 64?

—Richard Bright, Gainesville, FL

How far can you fly in Star Fox 64 without scor-

ing any hits?

-James Doyle, Moore, OK

Can you finish first on Wave Race's Glacier

Coast while riding backwards?

—Kan Zhu, Tempe, AZ

Can you finish: Cruis'n USA on the Hard difficul-

ty level without bumping into another vehicle?

—Michael Stahischmitt, St. Charles, MO

Can you go undefeated for a full, 1 62-game sea-

son in Ken Griffey Jr.'s Winning Run without

making a single trade?

—Ian Webb, Parma, OH

Nintendo 64 Character Match Quiz Answers: Kim Wu— Killer Instinct Gold; Liu Kanq-
Mortal Kombat Trilogy; Scarlet Zerai—Dark Rift; Dimitri Mishkin—GoldenEye 007;
Baratus-Hexen; Marina-Mischief Makers; Ibis—PilotWings 64; Pigma D«
Star Fox 64; Xizor-Star Wars: SI'"'

‘ r— «-J- * - --"
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Mark Thompson

Joshua Davis

Warren Eden

Ryan Craft

Carlos Zavala

Ty Henrie

Alek I

’

Mich;

Marysville, Ml

Pace, FL

Galena, MO
Shelby, OH
Monroe, Ml

Neola, UT
Boulder, CO

Quevedo Hialeah, FL

Nathaniel Lewis Fairport, NY
Somer Rios Tustin, CA
Bao Lam Coral Springs, FL

Bryan Walker Boca Raton, FL 2:3

Jonathan Brannen Lake Charles, LA 2:3

Dan Button Owen Sound, ON 23

Justin Spear LaGrange, GA 2:3

SUPER MARIO 64
152 Coins in Wet-Dry World (Volume

Magnofia/FX

Dresher, PA

Kitchener, ON
Greenwood, IL

Allen Park, Ml

Bartlett, IL

Knoxville, TN
Moorhead, MN
Sycamore, OH
Thornhill, ON
Magnolia, OH
Chagrin Falls, OH ^edy
Rockingham, NC

Danie , s ,

Lake Peekskill, NY 1

Justin Zabel Newark, DE 1

Jeffery Lam Bayside, NY 1

Jonathan Bryant Burlington, NC 1

Japhet Santaro San Francisco, CA 1

Chateauguay, PQ 1

Middletown, DE 1

David Lacoste

Todd Cochran

Jorge Hernandez i

Ricky Willian

Mark Thompson Marysville, Ml

Scott Bauer Stoughton, Wl

Gcorgetowi

Elkhart, IN

Bethpage, N

Jason Baun

Ken Boycott

Michael Camarata

Alan Clontz

Bobby Dixon

Brad Frank

Chris Gingrich

William Hayes

Jared Houston

Daniel Kelly

Kevin Langone

Joe Marchio

Jason McDonald

Allan Mendiola

Jerry Reynolds

Randy Mumighan
Christopher Olds

Michael Pazirandeh

Rosendo Rodriquez

Carl Seifrid

Aaron Solomon

Patrick Sullivan

Talon Tipton

Trey Tucker

Chase Wallers

Tommy Yoder

Pittsburgh, PA

Livonia, Ml

Grand Prairie, TX

Concord, NC
Metamora, IL

Kenmore, NY
Page, AZ
Wheeling, WV
Rockville, MD
Commack, NY
Rohnert Park, CA

is, GA

SUPER MARIO 64
The SLOWEST time (9:59.9)

for the Princess's Secret Slide

Wari i, OH

Ryan Ammerman
Zack Feinsilver

Bradley Holten

Justin Hsu

Bobby Kay

Conner Kelly

Adam Miglore

Damon Ransbarger

Andrew Silberman

Matt Steck

Willy Wallingford

ile, PA

Miami, FL

Jackson, MO
Saratoga, CA
Temperance,

Suwanee, GA
Chicago, IL

Chico, CA
Bensalem, PA

Delta, OH
Frederick, CO

Ml

4.832

5.290

5.417

15.546

15.562

15.914

6.241

16.460

16.585

16.982

16.990

17.551

Crowley, TX

Riverside, CA
Waterloo, ON
Chandler, AZ
Glen Ellyn, IL

Granada Hills, CA
Riverside, CA
Batavia, IL

Montclair, NJ

Rochester, NY
Carlisle, IN

Arlington, TX

Lubbock, TX

Ridgeley, WV

STAR WARS: SHADOWS
OF THE EMPIRE

Best Times for Battle of Hoth on

Hard Level (Volume 96)

Jason Fraser Scarborough, ON 3:45

Michael Wieclawek St. Catherines, O'

Ben Kaufman Wellesley, MA
Colton Goodrich Altamont, UT

SUPER MARIO 64
191 Coins on Tiny-Huge Island! (Volume 94) Ryan
Geoff Archer Pembroke, MA Ashok Kamal

Chicoutimi, PQ
Vancouver, BC
Kingston, PA

Palmdale, CA
San Francisco, CA
Beach Parak, IL

Glen Ellyn, IL

WAVE RACE 64
Best Times for Six Laps Around Port Blue

(Volume 97)

Eric Worden West Branch, Ml 1 :23.570

William Thurston Rancho Murieta, CA 1 :23.859

Jimmy Van Sise Washingtonville, NY 1 :23.869

Placentia, CA 123.914

Boston, MA 1:23.949

Aaron Kiser Huntington, IN 1:23.965

Shane Guillet Grapevine, TX 1:23.969

Michael Ashworth Nashville, TN 1 :24.01

1

Jason Anderson Eckville, AB 1 :24.076

Ken Jones Edgerton, Wl 1 :24.392

Jake DeGroot Springfield, SD 1 :24.398

Chris Schnepp

Jason McLaughlin Lake City, FL

Roy Deller Pasadena, CA

Vally Acatinca Reading, PA

Jonathan Colo'n Suffolk, VA

Jackson Wood Cherry Valley, CA
Brendan Hopper Burnt Hills, NY

Scott Tresler Erie, PA

Colbn Mohan Battle Creek, Ml

Bret Wood Billings, MT
Nathaniel Sylvester Finksburg, MD

WAVE RACE 64
Best Times for Three Laps Around

Southern Island (Volume 94)

Justin Zabel Newark, DE 1

:

Mark Thompson Marysville, MI 1

Scott Tresler Erie, PA 1

David Lacoste Chateauguay, PQ 1

Jordan Dicarlo Lake Peekskill, NY 1

Japhet Santaro San Francisco, CA 1

Nathan Shrubsole Holland Landing, ON 1

WAVE RACE 64
Top Scores for Dolphin Park (Volume 93)

Jordan Diehl Leask, SK 37,435

Matt Sussman Toledo, OH 37,435

Justin Foaster Custer, SD 37,396

MarkTamanaha Ukiah, CA 37,290

Jordan DiCarlo Lake Peekskill, NY 37,230

SUPER MARIO KART 64
Best Times for Time Trial on Luigi Raceway

(Volume 98)

Steven Rodriguez Simi Valley, CA 1 22.77

David Wonn Gahanna, OH 1:25.49

Nathan Charlton Downey, CA 127.98

Ryan Everoski Halstead, KS 132.28

Write your name, address and Member Number on

the back of your photo. The Arena challenges fea-

tured in this issue must be received no later than

December 10, 1997. The top qualifiers will receive

Superpower Stamps. Include yourN64 or Super NES

in the photo of your high score. Dim the lights and POWER PLAYERS ARENA

then take a few photos without a flash. If you're tak- P.0. BOX 97033

ing a photo of a Game Boy, place it on a flat surface. REDMOND, WA 98073-9733

ENTER THE ARENA



Acclaim goes deep and scores with NFL QB Club '98.

IHiftlJIlM utili activate some moves.

|8fillll=g»]^1Wg Most of the bells and whistles are here,

plus some extras like the Simulation mode that lets you

play historical situations or set up your own do-or-die sce-

narios. The many options and settings for everything from

penalties to passing modes are very impressive.

fcfiM Mifili>iliril It has everything except John Madden

and it's fun to play. What else could you want?

Banna The SFX of crunching bodies doesn't have the

impact of the real game.

l4«ITTHil=lltfcg Henry: / never thought video foot-

ball could look this good. Scott P: This game has ST ^
it all. Dan: The best, smoothest 3-D graphics if l.jjB
ever in a sports game. Paul: The NFL license

is big and the replay option is incredible.

-
' can be selected at any

time, give you total control over how you see the action.

Excellent animation. Only the play diagrams and layout are

less than perfect, being a bit too small and difficult to read.

lUKianUlimiW Movement of characters is responsive,

and players have a full range of motions, including speed

bursts and spins to evade tacklers and diving catches and

tackles. You can even use special Control Stick motions to

flFL QUARTERBACK CLUB *98
Acclaim/64 Megabits

1 to 4 players simultaneously

Controller Pak and Rumble Pak compatible

NFL and NFLPA licenses

High-Res Mode graphics

CRflPHICS=9.6 PL/W C0nTRDL=7.S GfllTlE DESICn=8.0 SflTISFflCTI0n=8.1 S0UnD=7.7
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Madden * 1
fooU>a//fJ4 —^ I

b\

mnDDED GM
EA Sports/64 Megabits

1 to 4 players simultaneously

Controller Pak and Rumble Pak compatible

Historical teams

NFLPA license

Fantasy draft
RPriRTR

The gridiron classic from EA Sports comes to the

IrtiKIJillnH! The most impressive part of the graphics in

Madden displays during the replay mode, in which play-

ers can zoom in and watch the play unfold from any

angle. Regular play-by-play graphics are polygonal but

not as detailed or as sharp as the QB Club graphics. The

helmet cam is unique and gives you a player's view of the

action, although it's not very practical.

Jr;vat«u»mll Control is excellent. Players have the

option to hurdle, spin, dive and lateral the ball on offense.

On defense, they can dive, jump, power tackle or break

through the line using the swim move. Player switching is

easy and the options are easy to access at any time.

imHIiaiiaaidll Madden 64 makes use of the tried-and-

true Madden formula of play selection, excellent passing

control and historical teams. Since Madden 64 lacks the

NFL license, no logos, team names or uniforms are used.

N64.

The NFLPA license

allows real pro players

to be used, though.

It's a

fun game, but it's

notable for what it's

missing rather than

what's included.

fciililil»l The play-

by-play is O.K., but

Madden's comments become tiresome. Fortunately,

you have the option to silence big John.

HilHlllHtllfci Erich: Definitely the bestMadden

ever. Henry: Excellent passing, and I loved

the power tackling. Paul: The best play

book in the business.

GRflPHICS=7.7 PLflV C0nTRCIU8.3 CfflllE DESICI1-7.7 SllTISFI1CTIDn=8.1 SDUnD.7.1

The wildest ride on four wheels is a total Rush from ivnoway

Rush conveys a tremendous sense of speed

with details taken directly from the actual locations of the

race tracks in San Francisco. You can read street signs and

recognize landmarks. It's not as lush and beautiful as Top

Gear Rally, and the special effects aren't nearly as out-

standing, but it seems much faster.

=J a |

B

BB :t

a

i

W

The control on every difficulty level is

excellent but fairly easy. At the incredible velocities you'll

be traveling, you'll need quick, responsive control.

wmt San Francisco Rush has been a hit

'

EftHH/iBUiia
Fun, fast, full of often tricky

provides excellent action and value for one or two players.

ESI Besides the music and sound effects, Rush

employs voice comments that add to the attitude of the game.

HlillliljlTH Scott P: With the Rumble Pak, I could feel E

the Gs in the corners. Dan: Great arcade feel and play, but 1

don't expect reality.

Erich: The new tracks

are a great bonus.

arcades, and it loses nothing on the N64. In addition to

extra tracks, the N64 SF Rush supports the Rumble Pak to

give direct feedback. The shortcuts are essential for win-

ning races, so racing is not a simple matter of flooring the

accelerator and staying on the road. You can also find

keys and secret stunt areas on every track.

=8.6 PLflV C0nTR0L=7.6 GRIDE DESIGn=7.9 SflTlSFRCTICJn=7.1 SDUnD=7.7
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CLRVFIGHTER G3 V3
» Interplay/64 Megabits

• 1 to 2 players simultaneously

» Rumble Pak compatible
• Breakthrough stages

For those who take fighting seriously, there’s Clayfighter 63 V3. No, seriously.

The completed game

looks much richer

than the screen shots

from our preview last

summer. Little touch-

es, like the spillits

that tumble out of

characters' pockets

when they're hit, keep the game fresh and fun. The

characters themselves are high-quality, prerendered

sprites with a ton of altitude in the animations.

Byifit'dMBliUiilHalB Clayfighter 63 V3 uses traditional Street

Fighter II and Kl type sequences, so it's easy to learn

although perhaps not-so-easy to master. The Claytalities

and Combos add to the complexity. Many of the controller

motions for different

moves are very similar to each other, making it difficult to

perform specific moves and string combos together.

IWt1iiri^B»]3iil*igB It would have been easy for Interplay

to make a cute game without much meat, but the fight-

ing engine is fairly beefy. Breakthroughs don't add much
strategically to the game, but they add interest.

&gjjil illg Ijg il til8l With the lack of killer fighting games
this fall, Clayfighter 63 V3 turns out to be a winner.

Besides the yips and yowls of whacked
characters, you'll hear plenty of trash talking

with a definite clay bias.

BiHlIrtldrtH Armond: It's not serious, but

you can spend serious time playing it.

Dan: Beat it on my first try.

GRAPHICS=8.0 PLAV C0nTR0L=6.7 GAmE DESIGIVZH SATISFACTI0n-B.9 S0UnD=6.9

Midway picks up the pace on the pavement and in the dirt with Top Gear Rally.

What can we say but that the game is

beautiful. The attention to realistic details makes Top

Gear Rally special. Technically, Top Gear Rally raises

the bar in every graphic area, from specular highlights

to damage on cars.

BJO'JwMBliaiiilB Three types of steering controls range

from the fairly easy arcade-type system to a more realistic

model that is truly

challenging. In fact,
_ . j-lf rfn

all three control W HJPtH
options are challeng-

ing at first. The slide

technique may not be ifl/fti'i'l

as easy to use as the ry , 'BBS
power slide in Mario ’ *11*,
Kart 64, but it is

With just five tracks, you might think that

the game is limited, but each track is long and filled with

challenges. Each track also has shortcuts that dramatically

shorten your lap times. One of the coolest parts of the game
is the Paint Shop, where you get to design your own car's

paint scheme and save it on a Controller Pak.

Ffi8HMif;I«illll»lllB At first, the difficult control can put you

off, but the longer you play, the more you'll appreciate the

reality of this racer.

MuieUlUB The sound could have been more refined,

Some of the music just doesn't seem suited to the

fast pace of the race.

l^°JiVliil^lHF« Terry: This is the best racing f
sim for the N64. Dan: The shortcuts are

great, but the computer doesn't use them. I /

Midway/64 Megabits

1 to 2 players simultaneously

Controller Pak and Rumble Pak compatible

5 Courses

9 vehicles

Paint Shop

GRAPHICS=9.1 PLAF C0nTR0L=7.2 GAIT1E DESIGn=7.0 SATISFACTI0n=7.H SDUnD=6.7
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Duke Nukem rumbles on the N64.

IrffllJillil-i The down and dirty world of Duke Nukem

never looked so good. The 3-D stages are filled with humor

and grunge, and special effects such as the explosions are

top notch. The 2-D, sprite enemies have been perspective

corrected so you can look at them from different angles,

but, as in Doom 64, they are the weakest link.

Duke's controls respond quickly.

and hit detection is solid. The controller setup

ideal, but you can live with it.

iT.IIIWimtfiM The game begins in the same stage

where the original Duke started out but grows increasing-

ly unfamiliar from that point on. The multiplayer mode

may be the next best thing to GoldenEye in the shooter

genre. Some of the weapons are to die for.

EHEZaiEaDuke Nukem 64 may have been

slightly sanitized, but the excesses of the original game

had nothing to do

with game play. The

multiplayer matches

in three separate are-

nas add even more to

the experience.

8M»lllllil Although

the sound quality

seems a bit grainy at

times, the comments

from Duke and the background sounds are pretty good.

Hsnnfflassi Scott P: Eurocom tells me that

there are tons of cool codes. Henry: The Death

Matches and cooperative mode make Duke

64. Terry: The Shrinker/Expander is the great-

est gun in the universe.

GR(1PHICS=6.6 PLflV COnTRaL=7.0 GrttTlE DESIGI1=6.0 SHTISMCTI0n=8.1 S0UnD=6.8

The classic futuristic racer returns to the Super NES.

I33iI3iIS3 When F-Zero first appeared in 1 991 , it fea-

tured state-of-the-art graphics with Mode 7 scrolling.

Today's N64 games seem faster and more realistic, but for

the Super NES, F-Zero's graphics remain the benchmark

for racing games.

urdaaBimil:lBli Expect precision turning control with

banking (using the Right Button) and turbo speed

boosts. You can even keep the nose of your car low

when making jumps.

F-Zero's track design maximizes speed

a multiplayer option.

ESHBZEHEin The years

from the experience of F-Zero. Since it is being rereleased

as a Player's Choice game, you'll find that it's priced right,

too. Every 1 6-bit library should have this game in it.

Hrjommii Good. techie music, but the sound effects

truly standout. The sound of your car's turbines winding

realistic

and challenge. Besides the twists and turns of the tracks,

you'll find plenty of surface hazards, like land mines,

magnets, ice and sand—all guaranteed to slow you

down. The Al of the other cars is aggressive-they don't

allow you to rest on a comfortable lead because you

never have a comfortable lead. The only thing missing is

P: Extreme-C

may he faster, b

GRflPHlCS=7.0 PLrtV canTR0L=8.8 GfimE DESIcn=8.G SflTISFACTian=8.M sounD=7.2
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Kirby returns with more friends than ever on the

earns The sim-

ple graphics are well-

suited to the simplicity

of the characters inhab-

iting Dream Land. The

look is young, but the

game's audience is

also young.

Control of Kirby and Gooey is solid. Even though you have

48 different abilities, the actual use of moves isn't very

complex. Even the least experienced gamers should have

little difficulty moving and inhaling enemies.

K»Ti1iim »1 M all UAL added just enough new elements

to make Kirby 3 a new Kirby experience. The biggest

innovation is the inclusion of Gooey—the blue blob of

Super NES.

a companion who
joins Kirby in Dream Land,

find three additional animal friends. The potential for

different moves is impressive.

ikf;lllMif;I»Slll[Bliil From a gaming standpoint, Kirby 3 isn't

terribly challenging, but it is designed for a young audience

that values accomplishment over difficulty. For that audi-

ence, Kirby 3 is one of the best values around.

EWa|8|Bif The music is typically upbeat and varied

enough to keep you from going completely batty.

Mill'll i'll Scott P: Kirby has a devoted follow-

ing that should love this game. Paul: Kirby 3 is

very good for the targeted, younger audience.

It's straightforward, but challenging in a trial-

and-error sort of way. Dan: Nice "Yoshi's

Island" hand-drawn graphi

The smaller Madden with the bigger license.

Bamweii, it's not Madden 64, but Madden NFL
'98 compares well to previous 16-bit Maddens from

THQ. Player indicators are clearly visible and plays

are easy to read. As always, it's tough to distinguish

players when they are in the jumble at the line of

scrimmage, making running plays difficult.

IjJlfiilfflBlslSlIllllBlW Good control remains a hallmark of this

series. Passing control can be enhanced with the Auto

Passing mode switched on or made more realistic when it

is left on manual. Ball handlers and defenders have special

moves like spins and dives that add to the realism and fun.

The current 1997 rosters, teams and

uniforms, and several additions to the game, such

Create and Trade Player options, make this a worthy final

Super NES Madden game.

BSTBZHmig With solid game play, a wide range of

options and O.K.

graphics, Madden

NFL '98 is probably

the last gasp for 1 6-bit

football. For collec-

tors or football fans

who don't have a

Madden game, don't

delay. This title may

disappear quickly.

Unspectacular.

IMimtlUMiai Terry: Listen, I didn't give

Tamagotchi a 9 last month. Scott did that

because he's jealous. His Tamagotchi died at

1 1 days. Mine lasted 1 7. Oh, andMadden '98

is pretty much like last year's game.

GRflPHICS=5.M PLflV C0nTR0L=6.2 GAfTlE DESIGn=6.2 SATISFACTI0n=5.6 SOUnD=6.0
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GAMEBOT

FIFO *98: The Road to thi> LUorld Cup
• EA Sports & THQ/4 Megabits WWI
• 1 player jJSgJ
• Passwords bssib

• Super Game Boy enhanced

• 52 international teams

ll P88H

The World Cup is just around the corner, and the action has already

EIEHraThe graphics are simple but clear, with small without wasting time

characters and a smaller ball. The angled field

shows a good portion of the pitch and the scrolling

moves quickly enough along the track of the ball to keep

part of the action at all times. The animation is

faster than previous FIFAs, making this the best yet.

Once again simplicity is the rule for play

control. You can pass,

run and shoot, or, on

defense, slide tackle

and steal the ball.

TierTex did it right,

concentrating on the

smooth back-and-forth

I nature of soccer play

extras that would just slow down the play and animation.

Even so, you've got plenty of options for strategy, substitu-

tions, scoring summaries, and season, tournament, league

or playoff modes.

EEHBZHiEia This is the best of the FIFA series for

Game Boy, primarily because of its speed and clear,

though simple, graphics.

Emma The music is pathetic but you don't need to

have the sound on at all.

Scott P : The price should be right

and the game is solid. Terry: Great play con-

trol, and the graphics are clear and scroll

fast enough so you can easily follow the

action. Paul: It's pretty basic. I like more

variety in a sports game.

CfMPHIC5=5.8 PLflf C0nTB0L.6.G CfllBE DESIGn-G.G SllTI5FrlCTI0n=G.M S0UnD=M.B OVERALL RA
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Mortal Kombat Mythologies is

finally a playable game, and

Pak Watch is the only place

to play it. Plus we've got

exclusive shots of Twisted

Edge Snowboarding and

Automobili Lamborghini.

And from japan, check out

our special report on the

Tokyo Game Show.

A nother much i'WP" jgjMjSgggjg 'H'AWH ‘or t,le Rumble

anticipated racer 1 / 6 ®/.6 pa k, plus the

has arrived, this Controller Pak

time all the way
j t

f°r sav ‘ nS your

from France where -r

' ' InL
progress on

Titus has been polishing up ^ Championship

Automobili Lamborghini. ^ mode. Once

Formerly it was known as oa'£o you're out on the

Lamborghini 64. The last time -kT road
' keep a

we played this muscle car, _ _ sharp lookout for

road rally game it had just one track and one car. What a dif- shortcuts where you can duck

ference a few months can make. Automobili Lamborghini down a side street through a

now has eight incredibly hot vehicles and six detailed tracks European hamlet or field. You

with a variety of driving challenges. Some of the options rank really have a sense of racing

m|[| [
", as the best of any through the French country-

£ lit SrZPt* racinS game. For side, but the coolest part of

^— "
0,0/

;3;3‘"16
' * instance, in the Time .Tamborghini's graphics has to

Trial mode, you can be the cars themselves. Titus

55* race on any of the six
|
did an excellent job modeling

0.0:33'16

racing game. For side, but the coolest part

instance, in the Time .Tamborghini's graphics has to

Trial mode, you can ; be the cars themselves. Titus - >j

race on any of the six did an excellent job modeling .umwv-m

tracks in either direc- and texturing the classic

tion. You also have speedsters. They also used T

environment £~T-.
|

mapping t&;

produce nice

reflection t ' !
BU|

effects on the \

pointed into -

controller configura- even see lens flare effects. v *-

tions, a steering Automobili Lamborghini may be the last of the season's pure

wheel option, and racing games to hit the road, but it is in no way the least. Look

four-player support. for our extensive test drive next month.

You'll find support
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OLOGIES: SUB-ZERO

A t last, one of the most anticipated N64

games of the year arrived in Pak Watch

land. Midway's Mortal Kombat Mythologies:

Sub-Zero is the brainchild of MK designer

John Tobias. His vision of a prequel to the hit tourna-

mentfighting series led him into a new realm of action

with a heavy ’ „

emphasis on
'

'

fighting. We
won't give

__

you details of .

the story, wl:

other than to
: 1

1
' T-

say that Sub- SR • iijwf.

Zero begins

his quest
f

“

without most P” \ '

f-

of his awe-

some, fighting

powers. Those pow- healing herbs that are

ers and special accessed through a sub-

moves are learned screen menu. The game

along the way. action includes hazards as

Borrowing the con- well as fighters, so you have

cept of building to watch out for crushing

experience from the columns and drop-offs as

RPC genre, Tobias well as thugs who want to

has designed MK rip your head off. Tablets of

Mythologies so that Truth, picked up along the

you grow as a fight- way, help you learn the

i
;

er as you gain expe- ropes of this dangerous

AVjlj rience points, and in world. Speaking of ropes.

so doing you'll learn you'll have to climb them to f

special moves. find secret areas, not to

You'll also pick up mention perform other

items along the way, stunts. Of course, the trade- tgr —
such as potions and mark gore of MK games is

.

here in abundance, so squea-
|

,gJ3fr|

mish players will have to
i

'

muddle through with a
j

• blindfold firmly in place. « comm7~j j55txj

Iggi Players who choose to shut
j

*“”
m> '

'V their eyes will be missing
... .» g

~ ” '
•

i beautifully rendered background settings that generally

/ scroll horizontally. The digitized fighters, including Sub-Zero,

n J. look pretty much as they always have. Options include five

! difficulty settings, up to six lives and four continues. You can

save progress with your Controller Pak or get passwords. The

. only thing missing from our playable version was the final

story elements, which is said to include original artwork from

Tobias. Don't miss our review next month. It looks like MK

has entered a whole new world.
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MMBBjj he dynamic team of Kemco and Boss Games,

the developer of Top Gear Rally, are in the

midst of their second masterpiece. Twisted

Edge Snowboarding. We recently received the

latest shots of this game in development, including

I>J64 emulations that show just what to expect from the final

product. We also checked out some animation tests on the game

in which snowboarding characters grab their board edges in the

air and perform more basic moves like toe and heel turns. The

only thing missing at this point is that none of them board goofy-

footed-like that's real. But Twisted Edge should i >—
end up being very real. It's not a straight racer, or I

a variation like Atlus' Snowboard Kids, which

has more of a Mario Kart feel. W Maim \
In Twisted Edge, you'll perform /
stunts in half pipes while

^
A

heading down ^ ^
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JAMES BOND 007
elays to James Bond

lo get it at all. Erich Waas, Nintendo's product coordinator for

Bond, and one of our monthly Now Playing evaluators, says,

"It will be out by the end of the

year or my head will roll." Now,

that's dedication. Erich also tells

us that the development team on

$100
noNcy $1000

I III propaEta gg auzr
been slaving over the boss

gence. "We're making

movement patterns more complex, less predictable."

007, you'll get to test this out in

stages that span the globe, from

Russia to the North Africa.

Unfortunately, since our last

report on Bond, the driving stages

have gone the way of the stirred

martini—they're no longer on the

menu. What remains is lots of

puzzles to keep you on the edge your seat.

H
ave you ever noticed how superhero games always man of steel will return in an N64 game. Maybe by then he II

get it wrong? Take Superman for Game Boy from be back in his top, indestructable form.

Titus. Here you have the man of

steel, a guy so strong that bullets
j

bounce off his chest like ping pong balls,
11

a guy so fast that he can reverse time, x-ray

vision, blizzard-thrower breath, you get the pic-

ture. So in this game, a bunch of thugs with guns

can drop the S-man with four puny shots. Excuse,

me, are these guys shooting kryptonite bullets? I

don't think so. But we shouldn't be too harsh on

Titus. After all, it wouldn't be much of a thal- i I

lenge if Superman really had all of his incredible
|j

T II llrifc |JTT| j
-3

”

powers just to face a gang of pistol-toting hoods. ! — l|l
F_ , 18. Ill ™

j

:•

Maybe he's just having an off day. In any event,
_ AS® MP III

j

this Superman does fly, which turns out to be the
|

— ;£•« !HE H *1

best way to evade bullets, and he does clean up I
1 i

| |

111! :r!i
|
I

the streets of Metropolis. The graphics are sharp Ij.
j j| ; i

]|jj

comic heroism, manages to be pretty intense.Ojgggjjg^^^Sip*
j

for Superman's appearance. Then, next year, the
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SPECIAL REPORT _

Jumpin' Jack Yushi, covered every square foot of the giant conven-

tion hall in Makuhari Messe.

Some of the showcased games have appeared at previous shows.

By this time, everyone is familiar with Seta's Rev Limit racing game

he annual game fest in Tokyo I

kicked off on September 5th

and saw an estimated

140,000 Japanese gamers

stream through the doors to

check out the hottest games for the upcoming

holiday season. Nintendo has never

participated in this show, prefer-

ring to wait until the Space

World Show (formerly called

Shoshinkai) in November,

but major licensees such as

Konami, Hudson Soft,

Imagineer, ASCII, T&E

Soft, Asmik, Atlus, Seta,

Namco, Bandai and

Video System were in

attendance, showing off

their N64 titles. Special

Nintendo Power

correspondent,

Yushi Ozeki (bet-

ter known to our

Player's Guide



(You can read more about

Konami's lineup in our special

report this month.) Another

title destined for North

American shores is Japan

Supply System's Chameleon

Twist, which Power will

review next month.

Heading the list of

games at the show was Snowboard Kids from Atlus, which took .

a fresh approach to winter sports by making Snowboard Kids

more of a Mario Kart 64 experience. Cartoon characters ride

boards, pick up items to use against each other, and perform

stunts on the slopes. Balance is kept by maneuvering the Control

Stick. It's a four-player game that's lots of fun. Atlus in the United

States is also excited about this title, but they haven't finalized

plans for publishing the game or licensing it to another

publisher. We expect to see it in the

first half of '98.

Imagineer continues to pump out

N64 titles like

there is no

tomorrow. The

latest news out

of Imagineer's

development teams is Kirra to

Kaiketsu 64 Detective, a sort of

gumshoe board game. On video, early shots of SimCity 2000

were previewed, as well. Imagineer's popular baseball game, Pro

Yakyuu King, is getting a sequel next year. It will be joined with

Fighting Cup, a new tournament fighter and the long-anticipated

El-Tale, which THQ will publish

North America. El-Tale (Quest 64)

looked far more advanced than

our previous peek and promises

to be a rich, exotic adventure.

One of the most promising

games was Aero Gauge from

f -

ASCII, a futuristic racing game that takes a

page from F-Zero and Extreme-G. It's fast I

and it looks cool. It could well be the sur-

prise hit of the show, but ASCII hasn't set its

plans for North American release as of yet.

ASCII also unveiled its new ASCII Pad 64 controllers in various

colors and equipped with turbo on every button. Other new titles

included a fighting game from Culture Brain called Fist of Flying

Dragon Twin, Hudson's Shin Nihon Puro Wrestling, Tamagotchi

64 from Bandai, Namco's Family Stadium Baseball and a soccer

game from Hudson entitled L League-Eleven Beat 1997. But

Hudson's most innovative (or silly) entry for the N64 has got to

be Denryu Ira Ira Bou. In this game, which translates as Exciting

Electric Stick, you move a cursor tool between electrified rails. If

your cursor touches a rail, the Rumble Pak

goes off and you lose. It's based on a television

game show in Japan.

One final newbie appeared in the T&E Soft

booth. The masters of video game golf have

licensed the ultimate tournament in Masters 64.

Augusta is lovingly rendered in 3-D with all the regal pines, water

hazards and bunkers to make even the best golfers want to rip

their own arms off in frustration. There was a lot to see and play

at the Tokyo Came Show, but the biggest stars in the N64 world

have yet to come out. This November, Nintendo should unveil

Yoshi's Story and Zelda 64 at Space World.



MIDWAY ON
THE MOVE
Midway continues to be one of the major movers on the

N64 scene, and it doesn't look as if that is going to change

any time soon. The latest news out of Corsicana is that

Quake 64 is now the game on the move. Earlier in the year,

Midway rescheduled the release of this first-person. Doom-

like game from fall '97 to spring of 1 998. There's no defi-

nite word yet, but that could change if the current speed of

development continues. Part of the delay came about after

E3, when Midway saw the impressive multiplayer feature

in GoldenEye. Hoping to include that type of option in

Quake, they decided to give the project some extra time.

Unofficially, we have also heard that the latest Mortal

Kombat arcade game, MK 4, is slated for a late spring

release on the N64. Since Mortal Komhat 4 is a 3-D game,

it should be perfectly suited to the N64. Midway also plans

to produce an Olympic Hockey game at Atari Games—the

same company that brought us the original Wayne

Gretzky's 3-D Hockey.

Midway reveals spectacular lighting and cool critters in Quake 64.

SIMS FROM
IDEO SYSTEM

Video System, formerly known as Me O'River in the U.S.A.,

will follow up its initial N64 game, Aerofighters Assault,

with two more simulations. One game will be a high end

car racing simulation developed by Paradigm

Entertainment, which created the engine for Aerofighters

Assault. Video System hasn't finalized the type of racing at

this lime, but it will likely be international, open-wheel

racing rather than closed-wheel rally or off-road racing.

The second game will be a realistic flight simulation, prob-

ably featuring Harrier type vertol jets. Paradigm is also

working on this game. According to Video System, the

Harrier sim will be ultra realistic, unlike Aerofighters,

which included more arcade-like elements.

I

I

JEOPAI
GameTek hasn't spent all of its time on Wheel of Fortune

recently. It has also put in time on jeopardy!, which is near-

ly complete at this writing, jeopardy! looks similar to

Wheel, using the same 3-D type of studio set and digitized

contestants. That's the downside. The upside is that the

game plays very much

like the popular televi-

sion game show, and the

challenge is very good.

Alex Trebek appears in a

small video window to

encourage contestants.

GameTek plans on

breaking out of the

developer role long
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Wheel of Fortune and
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jeopardy! The company

also insists that Robo-

tech: Crystal Dreams is

fact, a version of the

game was shown at the Tokyo Game Show. The problem at

this time seems to be the lack of a publisher for the title.

Who knows? If Wheel and jeopardy! do well, maybe

GameTek will bring out Robotech, as well.

MORE N64 NEWS
Banpresto's Ultra Lode Runner has passed design approval

U
at Nintendo of America and is in the thick of final devel-

opment at Big Bang Entertainment. Our friends at Big Bang

report that the game has gone through several changes of

focus since we last covered the project, but that it should

be wrapped up by the end of the year. Banpresto hopes to

P sub-license the game in North America to another publish-

er, but there is no word yet on who that publisher will be.

Big Bang has promised Nintendo Power a sneak peak in the

near future, so stay tuned.

D Going around the horn, the lasiest N64 games to be

announced include MLB Strike Zone '98 from GT

Interactive, which is in the works at Devil's Thumb

Entertainment in Colorado. Among Devil's Thumb found-

A ing partners are two Nintendo veterans, including Brian

Ulrich, the world's greatest baseball fan and ex-Nintendo

Power staffer. Obviously, we expect greatness from Brian.

At BITS Studios in London, a development team is work-

ing on an action game for Fox Interactive that is based on

T
the hit movie Speed. We haven't seen anything of the game

yet, which isn't scheduled for release until the fall of '98,

but it should be a great license as long as they stick to buses

and leave out cruise ships.

E
Ocean of America is considering picking up an N64

puzzle game called Wetrix from D.I.D. in the U.K.

This oddball puzzler contains fluid shapes that must be

fit together, unlike the blocks so commonly found in

Tetris clones.m NINTENDO POWER
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The company that brought the

farming RPG Harvest Moon to

North America is going to do it

again. Having had great success

with Harvest Moon, Nafsume is

currently in the process of trans

lating Kawa no nushi Zuri 3

(Fishing King of the River). Yes,

it's a fishing RPG for Game Boy!

The story has to do with a boy

who must become the best fish-

erman in order to save his sick

sister. To learn the connection,

you'll have to play the game.

Natsume hopes to release it in

March in North America.

POWl
Gamers in Japan can now make use of Nintendo Power. No,

not the magazine. Nintendo Power is also the name of the

new game recording system in Lawson convenience stores.

Gamers will take their recordable Game Paks (purchased

separately) to their neighborhood Lawson stores, pay the

clerk, hand over the Game Paks and have the games record-

ed directly onto them. This service will be available for

selected Super Famicom games up to 32 megabits in size

with 256K RAM. The Pak can hold up to seven games at a

time, and it costs about $40. Available games include Super

Vtario All-Stars, F-Zero, Fire Emblem and new titles like

super Mini 4WD and Derby Stallion for NP. Because there

are 17 million Super Famicoms in Japanese households,

Nintendo figures the Power market can be substantial.

THE NEW
SUPER NES
We told you about the new look for the Super NES previ-

ously in Pak Watch. Now it's time to unveil the sleek new

system. As we mentioned before, the new hardware packs in

all the electronics in about half the number of components.

Gone are the Game Pak eject lever and RF Modulator, but

for most users, the new Super NES is the best.

AUTOMOBILI LAMBORGHINI

BANJOKAZOOIE
BODY HARVEST
BOMBERMAN 64
CHAMELEON TWIST

CONKER’S QUEST

DIDDY KONG RACING

DRACULA 3 0

DUAL HEROES
EARTHBOUND 64
EARTHWORM JIM 3

F ZERO 64
FORSAKEN
GEX II: ENTER THE GECKO

HYBRID HEAUEN

JEOPARDY!

KNIFE EDGE

LASTLEGION UX
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE

MLB FEATURING KEN GRIFFEY, JR.

MK MYTHOLOGIES: SUB ZERO

NAGANO WINTER OLYMPICS ’98

NBA IN THE ZONE ’98

NHL BREAKAWAY ’98

QUAKE 64
QUEST 64
SILICON VALLEY

SPACE CIRCUS

THE LEGEND OF THE MYSTICAL NINJA

TONIC TROUBLE

TUROK 2

TWISTED EDGE SNOWBOARDING
ULTRA LODE RUNNER

UNREAL
WCW VS NWO: WORLD TOUR

WCW NITRO

WHEEL OF FORTUNE

WWF 6

YOSHI’S ISLAND 64
ZELDA64

NBA LIVE ’98

NHL ’98

BUST A MOVE II
^

GAME & WATCH GALLERY II

JAMES BOND 007

KING OF THE FISHERMEN

SUPERMAN
TUROK
WARIO LAND 2
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The holidays are V-*' 1—
sneaking up on us as fast 1 p J /7\f P-^]J

W' as a turbo-boosted badger in a 1ML'JmM fjjj tg I

j§ racing hovercraft. Before you **

|
know it, the December issue of Nintendo Power will

squeal into your mailbox, featuring the revolutionary

racing/adventure from Rare-Diddy Kong Racing.

(DORTfll KOmBDT
UIVTHOLOGIES: SUB® ZERO

ZELDA 64*9
SHOWCASE

AUTOMOBILI
I.VMBOKftHIM

The N64 game we're all dying

for is closer than ever to com-

pletiQp, and we've got the

shots to prove it. Nintendo Co.

How did it all begin? MK
Mythologies explores the

origins of the Mortal

Kombat legend. Nintendo

Power will explore the mys-

teries, step-by-step.

Racing on the continent in the

hottest cars on earth turns out

to be quite a thrill. Titus

BOMBERMAN 64
Nintendo couldn't pass up

this classic adventure and

multiplayer game from

Hudson Soft. We'll bring you

all the explosive action next

month in a strategy review.

Ltd. in Kyoto, Japan, is sending-

Power exclusive photos of the

most anticipated adventure

game of all-100 shots yoi)

won't see anywhere else!

knocks off a winner with

Automobili Lamborghini, and

Nintendo Power provides all

the road maps you'll need.
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Wayne Gretzky's 3D Hockey '98

. NBA In The Zone 98

Winter Olympics jj||8

Lional Superstar Soccer 64

b^anc time • Wave Race 64

gpfe»ACK Club
'J

IOWBOARDI NG • NAG*
FFEY JR. • INTE*
’F'l F A Soccer 64 • ^
ynjl Gretzky's 3D Hi

Mite

Madden 64 • NFL Quarter-
|Bjr Twisted Edge Snowboar:

ILB ^Featuring Ken Griffey J:

“NHL Breakaway '98 • FIFA S.

Wayne Grs

ACK Club '98 * NBA In Ti

ing • Nagano Winter Olyi

. . International Supei

ccer 64 • NBA Hangtime
tzky's 3D Hockey '98

Madden 64 • NFL Quarterback,^^
Twisted Edge Snowboarding

MLB i . ing Ken Griffey Jr.

! NH! way '98 • FIFA Socce i

98** NBA In The Zone '98

ano Winter Olympics '98

RNATIONAL SUPERSTAR SOCCER 64

NBA Hangtime • Wave Race 64 A

Hockey '98
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Our goal is to try and preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to all the people who make this possible.

From the original editors and writers,

to everyone involved in acquiring and digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out, in whatever way possible.

Either by donating classic magazines, scanning, editing or distributing them,

visit us at http://www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving classic magazines

that are at least 5 yeans out ofprint.

We have no desire or intention to profit from these in any way.

So please, ifyou come across people trying to sell these releases, don't support them!

Thank You and ENJOY!


